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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The writer feels that the message of this graduate project 
is embodied in the following quotation: 
If an elerr�ntary school teacher were asked: 
'Do you teach home economlcs?' , .her immed iate 
reply would probably-be a negative one. 
However, if she were asked: ' Are you, as an 
elementary school teacher, concerned with 
education for personal, home, and family 
l iving?' , her affirmative ansvrer would probably 
be followed by descriptive accounts of numerous 
activities and projects designed to provide her 
students with opportunities for growth and 
development as individuals and f am ily members. 1 
STATEMENT AND IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM 
With the help of a home economics consultant, teachers at 
Lincoln Learning Laboratory, Watertown, South Dakota, attempted to 
integrate Family Life Education into the curriculum in the second 
semester of the school year, ·1967-68. 
Need for Family Life Education 
In discussing the objectives of home economics, Hatcher and 
Andrews stated, 
• • •  there as long been a recognized need for 
family-life education for.all ages� beginning 
1 Nay low and Virginia En ly, "Home Economics in 
Elementary School, " Illino s Teacher .2f Home Economics� 7:91, 
November, 1963. 
with the elementary level. Since- it is generally 
agreed that the school should be responsive to the 
total growth needs·of the pupils; the movement to 
integrate family-life education with the elementary 
curriculum is gradually taking place • • •  2 · · 
Why and How to Integrate 
Lockwood concluded that the consensus of home economics 
educators was that homemaking instruction in the elementary school 
should be an aspect of the total program .. 11 This prevents it from 
becoming an isolated, spec iali�ed field of study and fulfills the 
goal of homemaking education to relate school learnings to family 
experiences. " 3 She went on to say that when the so-called special 
area subjects such as art, music, physical education, and 
homemaking are conceived of as being part of the child's daily 
living and necessary to interpret conmmnication and reasoning 
skills, they will be considered an integral part of the classroom 
experiences. 
Integration of Family Life Educ�tion can be accon�lished by 
having the homemaking teacher 
• • •  act as a consultant who works with classroom 
teachers of all grade levels, kindergarten through 
sixth, or by teach ng scheduled classes in home­
making in grades four through six, and by acting 
as a consultant, or resources,person� in grades 
kindergarten through three. She can make sign ifi­
cant contributions by carrying out homemaking 
experiences which have been planned cooperatively 
2 Hazel M. Hatcher and Mildred E� Andrews, � Teach ing of 
� Economics. Boston: Houghton Miflin, 1963, p. 386. 
3 Margaret Lockuood, "An Examination of Homemaking Programs 
in Grades One Through Six in Selected Publ le Elementary Schools, u A 
Doctoral Dissertation, New York: Columbia University, Octob�r, 1963, 
p . 56. 
2 
with the classroom teacher and which correlate, 
extend, and 4nrich the regular classroom work 
in progress. 
PROCEDURE FOLLOWED 
Action Method Studied 
Some understanding of action research aided the writer to 
develop this study: 
• • •  The first step in setting up the action 
research project is �or the teacher or group 
of teachers to identify a problem that they 
perceive to be critical in their everyday 
teaching activity. The most widespread 
application of the action research approach 
has been in the field of curriculum development. 
• • • Because action research has as its primary 
goal the in-service training of the teacher, it 
ls desirable to call in a consultant to help 
teachers gain the necessary insights needed to 6 plan, conduct, and evaluate their projects • • • 
Problem Development 
• • 
5. 
DUring a speech at the South Dakota Homa Economics Teachers 
Association fall meeting in Pierre, South Dakota, on September 15, 
1967, Dr. Don Glines, Innovative Schools Coordinator for the Lake 
Region of South Dakota, challenged home economists to include the 
elementary grades in their teaching, if possible. 
4 SUzanne Sickler, Homemaking_!.!;!!:! Elementary Schools. 
State of New Jersey: Department of Education, Vocational Division, 
November, 1964, Preface. 
5 Walter R. Borg, Educational Research an Introduction. New 
York: Dayid McKay Company, Inc. , 1965, p. 315.-
6 �-, p. 318. 
3 
Later Dr. Lilyan K. Galbraith, Head of Home Economics 
Education at South Dakota State University,_Brookings, South Dakota, 
spoke of the Family Life Education programs she had worked with in 
Pennsylvania and 11ichlgan. The writer, being the mother of two 
young children and having been -interested in becoming an elementary 
teacher before she prepared for a career in home economics education, 
became interested in Family Life Education, reviewed literature on 
the topic, and decided to engage in research. 
4 
Since Lincoln Learning Laboratory (formerly Lincoln Elementary 
School) in Waterto�m, South Dakota, was to be an example of innovative 
practices in curriculum content, teaching methods, and organization 
beginning in the fall of 1967, Dr. Glines expressP.d the hope that some 
home economics could be taught at Lincoln although they had no 
qualified home economics teacher or departmental facilities. A 
tentative decision was reached by Glines, Galbraith, and the writer to 
use Lincoln as the setting for the integration of Family Life 
Education into the curriculum. 
Conferences were arranged with Glines and Phil Vik� then 
Ac�ing Principal at Lincoln, and later with the teachers at Lincoln 
to explain the curriculum enrichment aff@rded by the integration of 
Family Life Education. A decision was made at the teachers' meeting 
that Lincoln could be used as the location of the study. 
It vas felt that the following objectives could be 
accomplished: 
Setting-
(1) To enrich the curriculum of Lincoln Learning 
Laboratory through the integration of Family 
Life Education. 
(2) To give the participating teachers some 
in-service training • .  
(3) To create an awareness of -the possibilities 
for integration of Family Life Education in 
teachers in the area since Lincoln was being 
promoted through communications and 
observations as an innovative school. 
(4) To assemble resource materials such as books, 
pamphlets, charts, filmstrips, etc. used 
during the experiment and others available 
for this level of learning. 
Under the guidanc� of Dr. Don Glines, a philosophy was 
formulated for students and teachers of Lincoln Learning Laboratory 
5 
as they began an innovative program in the fall of 1967. The purposes, 
program and organization reflected many of the principles which are 
foremost in educational thought and practice today. 
The major purpose of the Lincoln Learn ing Laboratory 
ls to develop self-directing, self-educating, 
respons ible individuals who are capable of thinking 
cr it ically, mak ing decisions, and reach ing value 
judgments·.. To achieve this goal, the individual must 
be able to d iscover, to inquire, to create, to 
partic ipate, and to exh ib it tra its of emerg ing in­
dependence; if reasonable decisions are to·be made, 
the indiv idual must search for the information which 
w ill give h im the knowledge necessary to make the 
dec isions. 
A second purpose of the school is to provide in-serv ice 
and pre-service training in new materials and metho-ds 
for teachers; a third purpose fs to expose innovative 
pract ices in education to all the educators in 
Northeast South Dakota. 
Program -- The philosophy, the learn ing process, 
the curr iculum, the organization, the fac ility, and 
the evaluation of the Lincoln Learning Laboratory 
shall be developed to correlate with the purposes. 
Process, d- iscovery, inquiry, concepts are all more 
worthy objectives than content. 
An attempt will be made to interrelate the subjects 
around common themes and concepts. All of-the new 
mater ials introduced will be expla ined to parents 
in indiv idual and general meetings. Because of a 
lack of funds, not all of the desired new content in 
any of the subjects will be ava ilable by September.7 
Organ ization -- The School will move students via a 
daily teacher-controlled schedule. Team teaching and 
team plann ing will be the major instruct ional tools. 
Each student w ill work with all the teachers in the 
school, as the teachers will be semi-spec ial ists in 
certa in disc ipl ines. The school will be non-graded-­
students will just be in school. No attempt w ill be 
made to label them to any particular level, as each will 
be working with materials geared toward his present 
needs·, interests, and achievements. 8 
7 Don Glines, "L incoln Learn ing Laboratory," Watertown, South 
Dakota: Lake Reg ion Educational Planning Center, Tentat ive as of 
August 20, 1967, p. 2. 
8 �-, pp. 4-5. 
6 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Through the �eview of literature, the writer realized that 
there were limiting factors which would be a hindrance and some that 
would be helpful. Borg emphasized this point: 
• • •  In action research projects carried out in 
a single classroom, the lack of-a control group, 
the possible sampling errors, the small number 
of cases, and the presence of uncontrolled 
variables such as teacher attitude and ability 
combine to make the results of limited value 
from a scientific point of view. such results, 
ho"�ver, can still have meaning for the teacher 
carrying out the project and can lead to better 
teaching. If the action research is carried out 
by a team, however, so that the new methods or 
materials involved are tried in a nu.�ber of 
different classrooms,. the results probably will 
be sufficiently generalizable for use throughout 
the'school district • • •  9 
Of help is the fact that the action research worker.is a 
participating part of the situation in contrast to the scientific 
research situation in which the research worker strives to be an 
objective and unbiased observer. The action research worker' s 
• • •  enthusiasm and ego-involvement in the 
situation, which lead to biasing and reducing 
the generalizability of his research findings, 
are considered by many to be desirable in action 
research as they increase the likelihood that the 
teacher is learning better ways of solving at 
least his own problems. IO 
9 Borg, .£E.• �. , pp. ·317-318a 
10 _Ibid. , p. 318. 
7 
Many of the above-mentioned factors could have affected the 
results at Lincoln Learning Laboratory. 
Hatcher and Andrews identified another element that may have 
been applicable-- the fact that few elementary teachers have had 
pre-service preparation for teaching fainily-life education. They 
add, 
• • •  However, it is generally believed that if 
they are given pertinent info�ation, instructional 
aids, and equipment, along with the guidance of a 
home economist, elementary teachers can usually do 
an effective job in integrating some aspects of 
education for family living with the subjects they 
11 teach • • • 
Another hindrance was the fact that Lincoln Learning 
Laboratory in Watertovrn; South Dakota, was 60 miles from Brookings, 
�outh Dakota, residence of the writer. It  was recognized that the 
Junio·r and Senior High School home economics teachers in Watertown 
might be asked to help with the project. 
As mentioned� there was no home economics department at 
Lincoln and the lunchroom facilities were limited and usually 
occupied. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The following words are defined in the specific connotations 
appropriate to this study: 
Home economics: (2) a discipline that draws from 
the biological, physical, and social sciences and 
the humanities the content needed to help people 
11 Hatcher and Andrews, 22, •. �. ,  p. 386. 
8 
solve problems of  food, clothing, shelter, and 
relationships, and that deals with the development 
of understandings, skills, and attitudes essent ial 
to the improvements of the ways of living o f  
lndlvlduals, famil ies, and community groups. 12 
Home e conomist: One who holds a bachelor of  sc ience 
or bachelor of arts_degree or an advanced degree 
with a major in one of the fields of home econom ics. 13 
Fam ily-li fe education: (1) In the broad sense, 
educat ion that ls designed to promote sat isfy ing 
and successful family l iving, offered at any level 
from pre-school to adult, ln se.parated classes or 
lntegra ted. 14 
Integration: (2) The process or pract ice of  comb ining 
d ifferent school subjects and presenting them as 
aspects of one unl_fylng project or activity. 15 
Innovation: • • • a new idea for a g iven area at 
a g iven moment in time. In other words ·someth ing 
that was innovative in Cal ifornia ten years ago 
and now no longer ls in that part icular area may 
st ill be innovat ive this year in South Dakota. lb 
Elementary schools A school hav ing a curr iculum 
offering work in any combination of grades 1 to 8 or 
from the pre-pr imary grades to grade 8. Synonym--grade 
schoot. 17 . 
12 Carter v. Good, Ed itor, Dictionary� Education. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1959, p. 271. 
/ 
/ 
13 Ib id. 
14 �-- p. 224. 
15 �-, p. 292. 
16 Don Gl ines, Letter to wr iter, December 18, 1967. 
17 Good, !!E.• �. , p. 197. 
9 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The writer began the review with a swmnary of the development 
of home economics in elementary schools. This -was followed by 
recent statements relat ive to the top ic a� expressed by home 
economics, eleme�tary, and general educators. Then several 
research projects were rev iewed. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
Lockwood traced the evolution of homemaking programs in the 
elementary schools of the United States. She briefly summarized 
this history as follows: 
The early years �evelopment from approximately 
1800 of homemak ing education found a sporad ic 
budding known as ' domestic economy,' ' domestic 
science,' or just •cooking and sewing.• Because 
of the focus of this study, it is interesting to 
note that the earty beg innings of homemaking 
started in the primary and intermed iate grades, 
and that sewing preceded coo ing. Manual skills 
in homemak ing subjects w re emphas ized, for it 
was through the manual training movement in the 
elementary schools that ho� making education made 
its way in the form of sewing and coo ing courses. 
In the public elementary schools, prior to the 
passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, subjects 
within the homemaking program lrere quite unrelated 
to one another. Sewing was taught by one teacher 
hose training was in that area only, while cooking 
. would be taught by a teacher trai ed especially in 
foo s work. 
10 
Offerings in homemaking were limited because of space 
and equipment or the teachers' training. Sewing , 
knitt ing , embro idery, cooking , laundering and 
cleani ng  seemed to be the extent of homemaking 
courses to which girls below seventh grade were 
exposed. 
Duri ng  the years following the Smi th- Hughes Act, 
homemaking education became established as a defini te 
part of many school curricula. Homemaking programs 
-were built on a broader base than j us t  teachi ng girls 
how to sew or cook, and the homemaking teacher' s 
functi on was no longer marely to teach cooking or 
sewing. Homemaking eachers were concerned with 
nutrit i on, home management, child care , interior 
decoration and family relations. More schools and 
school systems were offering homemaking as a regular 
part of the curriculum for fifth and s ixth grade girls. 
During the period of 1930 to 1940, homemaking programs 
in  grades one through s ix were becoming integrated 
with the classroom program. The per iodical literature 
described vari ous expeLiences that could take p lace 
as the result of cooperat ive p lanning between the 
homemaking and the classroom teachers. The homemaking 
teacher was finding a new role in working with the 
classroom teacher as teacher-consultant, although 
there were many schools in which she taught separate 
classes of girl s  in grades five and s ix ,  or below. 
During thi s period, emphasis was placed on helping 
pupils attai n  a reasonable development in meeting 
their personal needs , according to their maturity. The 
family-centered approach to the teaching of homemaking 
developed during _this period. 
During the war and post-war years , 1940 to 1960, there 
seemed to be relatively little change in emphasis in 
homemaki ng  education in grade� one through s ix. The 
ideas and concepts of previous years were not yet fully 
tried. This was evidenced by the repetition of the 
same themes : integration of homemak ing experiences in 
grades one through six , the homemaking teacher working 
1 1  
a s  a consultant, and home and family education for all 
grades. As more thought and emphasis was placed on 
integrat i on of ·subj ect matter with in the elementary school 
curriculum� the homemak ing teacher in some systems found 
herself assumi ng  a new role as a resource person. In 
order that all grades one through six could be included 
in the homemak ing program, some school systems 
limited the regularly scheduied classe s ,  or d id 
away with them entirely in order that the homemak i ng  
teacher could work as teacher-consultant with all 
grades. ·Thus, there have developed three tYPes of 
organization for homemak ing program s :  (1 ) departmental, 
(2 ) semi-departmental ,  and (3) consultant. 1 
RECENr STATEMENfS 
The following statements about educati ng  elementary students 
for family living were arrar,ged chronolog �call y. 
In  1950, Leahy identified national trends in homemaking 
education :  
( 1 ) 
(3) 
First , there is a def inite tendency to extend 
and to expa · r� homemaking education vertically 
in the progr :  : i  of the school ,  beginning with 
the k inderg::: ·- ten or first grade and extending 
it to the 1 2 t' or ll�th grade. Concomitant 
with this e -tension of  the program has come a 
shifting of emphasis in goals from the home­
making sk i l ls as an end in themselves to the 
social development of the individual as a 
person and as a member of a family • • •  2 
• • •  Many schools are attempting to integrate 
homemaking in the total educational program or 
to establish it as a functional part of the 
3 core in the curriculum . . . 
Fleck and Fernandez believed that ind ividuals  of all ages , 
of both sexes, and of all backgrounds. can profit from family life 
1 Lockwood, .2£• �- , pp. 42-45. 
· 1 2  
2 Dorothy M. Leahy, "Trends in Homemaking Education, " Journal 
2£. � Economics, 42 : 269, April, 1950. 
3 �- , p. 270. 
education. They offered concrete evidence that persons of each age 
have a ·spec i fic need for lnsfructi-on. About children,  they wrote : 
With most children, going to school is the first 
break from home. Now it becomes necessary to 
integrate home and school experie nces. Durlng 
these years, certain developme ntal tasks become 
paramount. Children become increasingly responsible 
for their physical needs. They develop habits of 
eating, cleanliness , and grooming • • •  Getting 
along with people in general , not only with their 
age mates, is important. The acquisition of a 
system of values and attitudes becomes apparent. 
A sensitivity as to differences in families, with 
regard to their social class, religion, and 
cultural backgrounds, comes to the fore. The 
growth of  independence from parents becomes evident. 
These are some of the important characteristics of 
this age . 4 
According to Fleck and Fernande z, the prime purpose of the 
conte nt of family living courses is the preparation of individuals 
for the achievement of personal-- and family happiness at any age ;  
. . . This broad obje ctive can be refined into spec ifics by the 
teacher and her students in. a particular setting 
Cowles found the field fert ile for growing cooperation 
between the elementary teacher and the homemaking spec ial ist • 
• • • significant indication of the growing 
interrelationship between home economics and 
4 Henrietta Fleck and Louise Fernandez ,- "Who Should Be 
Taught Family L i fe ? "  Forecast f2! � Economics, 7 1 : 2J ,  · 
February, 1955. 
5 Henrietta Fleck and Louise Fernande z ,  "What Shall Be 
Taught in Family L i fe? " Forecast !£!: �  Econom ics, 7 1: 11 ,  
April, 1955. 
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all teaching • • • Some school systems give 
home economics teachers periods for consulta. 
tlve service ; others engage_ special home 
economics personnel for work with the 
elementary grades. 6 
After developing and working with a home and family living 
program in the Pub l ic Elementary Schools of Great Neck, Long 
I sland, Smey state d :  
The addition of a home economist to the staff 
in the e lementary school is desirable and wou ld 
be an invaluable asset to the classroom t�achers , 
·children, parents, the entire school, and home 
economics education. The home economist could 
serve as a consultant an d a teacher. She could 
work in a variety of �"Bys. Circumstance, the 
classroom teacher's need and past experiences 
would determine the best possible service. She 
could engage in teacher or pupil consultation,  
class discussion, committee work � classroom 
visitation, demonstrat ion, or classroom teaching . 7 
Dixon used Paul Gl ick 's -analysi s  of 1960 census data to 
provide evidence for his statement that the family l s  durable in 
i ts existence b ut changing in its character. He went on to say 
that the family remains the bas ic reproductive and economic unit, 
but " • • • its social functions of education are being re-
11  nqu i s  ed to the schools • • • ,.B 
6 Ruth c. Cowles, " Instruction in Homemaking, " � Journal, 
45: 287, May, 1956 .  
7 Justine Smay, "Nutrition Education in the Elementary 
Schools, " Journal 2!,_ � Economics, 50: 339 ,  May, 1958.  
8 James P. Dixon, "Our Changing Society : Impact on 
Families, " Journal � �  Economics, 55 : ll99, September, 1963. 
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· Kenworthy listed a number of apparent trends and some 
implications for the Social Studies. Among them were the following : 
Trend 
Increasing numbers of 
persons in the United 
States living close 
to each other. 
Increasing mobility 
of the population, 
w i th movement inside 
the United States and 
abroad. 
Increasing changes 
in family life and 
pressures on families. 
Implication 
More attention to the skills and 
attitudes involved in human 
relations, such as group work • . 
Attention to the rights of 
minorities and a desire to help 
them to attain these rights by 
peaceful means. 
The need to develop • roots •  in 
families and to know more about 
new communities in which pup ils 
live. 
As thorough a study of family 
life as possib le,  drawing 
upon the work of sociology 
and social psychology. 9 , 
Kenworthy urged groups involved in the process of curriculum 
change to work f or a comprehensive, cumulative program from nursery 
school to college. Such a program would be based on the six seg­
ments of society: The Individual, The Family, The Neighborhood 
Communi ty, The Larger Conununity or Region, The United States of 
America, and The World. "Some attention would be given to each of 
these segments in almost ev ry grade level. But the emphasis would 
shift from year to year or every t o  years in some cases,  permitting 
more depth than has been possib le in the past. n lO For a diagram 
form of this  curriculum, see Appendix A. 
9 Leonard s. Kenworthy, Guide ,!.2 Social Studies Teaching. 
Belmon t, California :  Wads�rorth Pub lishing Co any, Inc. , 1962, 
pp. 23-24. 
10 Ibi d. , p. 74. 
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Trump visualized the following for home economics in the school 
of the future : 
Curr iculum content in the future--Home economics 
curr i culum planners w i ll identify the knowledges, 
skills, · and attitudes that are essential for al l 
boys and girls as they participate concurrently 
and also prepare for their future roles in home 
and family living . This content w ill  be organized 
logically and sequentially to cover a thirteen­
year period. Students will start the homemak ing 
program when they first enter school at ages five 
or six. They will continue through it until they 
leave school or graduate at ages s ixteen to 
·eighteen. 1 1  
Staff organizatlon--During the pr imary per iod of 
education (K- 3) ,  "home basett teachers will do most 
of the homemaking teaching with home e conomics 
teachers assisting and mak ing some presentations-­
in a team teaching relationship. The school no 
longer wil l assume that all elementary school 
teachers are sufficiently qualified in home 
e conomics education to do all of the teach ing 
themse 1 ves. 
Starting with what i s  now termed grade four, home 
e conomics instructio n will be done by qualified 
home economics teachers. In most instances the 
teachers wil l  work in teaching teams • • • In most 
schools, team planning also will cut across subject 
lines so that appropriate relationships among 
school subj ects may be exploited to help students 
see such relationships • • • However, home economics 
teachers w ill present the ir  own specialties, thus 
i lluminating the idea that theirs is a separate 
subject d iscipline • • • 12 
11 J .  Lloyd Trump, "Home Economics A Look Into the Future , "  
National Association � Secondary School Principals Bullet in, 
48 :81 , December, 1964. 
12 _ �- , p. 83. 
.The need for Family Life Education was recognized by Ragan: 
In  recent years such movements as parent-teacher 
associations and child-study programs have caused 
educators to plan school activities with the 
values and needs of home life in mind and have 
led teachers and parents to become partners in 
curriculum making. Educators and laymen alike 
are realizing that strengthening family life 
wil l  help solve many economic and soc ial problems 
and provi de a better bas is for national defense 
against unsound ideologies. 13 
American teachers of 1966 returned an overwhelming verdict , 
more than 85 per cent, in favor of the seven cardinal principles of 
education as formulated in 1918 by the NEA-appointed Com i ss ion on 
the Reorganization of Secondary Education. However, teachers did 
not believe that all the principles were being given appropriate 
emphasi s. The survey showed, 
• • •  The three greatest deficiencies were the 
worthy use of leisure, worthy home membersh.lp, 
and ethical character • • • Nearly 57 per cent 
of the sample indicated that there was too little 
emphasis on the worthy use of leisure ; 52 per 
cent, that worthy home-membership and ethical 
character lvere underemphas lzed. 14 
CONTEMPOR.� Y RE SEARCH 
_The problems, conclusions, and recommendat ions of recent 
stu�ies were of interest to the writer as she develo  ed a project. 
The studies reviewed seemed to be - quite representative of those 
done in recent years. They were arranged topically. 
13 William B. Ragan, Modern Elementary -9:.!.r icul , Third 
Edition. Chicago: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966, p. 308. 
14 NEA Research Divi sion "A New Look at the Seven Cardinal 
Princip les of Education, " � Journal, 57 : 5 3, January, 1967 .  
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The Establ i shment of Family Life Education Programs 
· In 1956 McMillan worked to estab lish ·c learer concepts of the 
goals of family life education and to suggest implementation of 
these goals in an educational program for the e lementary school. 
From her research9 she developed this list of principles : 
Family life education is related to . the needs of 
children. 
Family life educat ion is for al l students in al l 
grades. 
Family l ife education is the respons ibility of 
every teacher. 
Family l i fe educa tion needs prepared teachers.  
Family life educa tion ca lls for organization 
and admi nistra_tion. 
Family life education is integrated with the 
total school program. 
Family life education needs supporting techniques 
and materia ls. 
Family life education programs must be con-
tinuously  evalua ted. 15 
The desire to discover more about . the manner in whlc_, 
homemaking programs were organized in grades one through six 
i nspired Lockwood's study, for it appeared that in these grades 
the homemaking teacher worked in several different ways :  depart­
mentalize d, semi-departmentalized, and as a teacher-consultant. 
· Using· th� interview technique, she collected data from 26 schools 
in a particular geographic area of New Jersey, New York, and 
15 Phyllis Buchanan, "A Study to Datermine Fami ly  Living 
Areas That Could Enrich Elementary Education if Integrated Into 
the Present Curriculum, " A Master's The sis, Carbondal e : Southern 
I l linois Universi ty, August, 1966, pp. 19-20. (Citing Marian 
McMillan,  "An Experimenta l Program of Family Life Education for 
Eleme _tary Schools, " A Doctoral Dissertation, Pennsylvania State 
University, 1956, p. 62) . 
18  
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Connecticut and rated the ir homemaking programs on a f ive-point 
rating scale. The five criteria were :  integrati on of subj ect 
matter, continuity in learning experiences, experiences related to 
the child' s growth and development, experiences related to c.ondit ions 
peculiar to the community, and scope of the program. 
Conclusions of the study are : (1) Variations in 
organizing homemaking programs are ne cessary 
because of particular school and connnunity 
character i stics. (2) Any one of the three tYPe s  
o f  organization for teaching homemaking can be 
effective. (3) The consul tant homemaki ng  program 
is  the newest type of organizat ion, and i t  is  
gaining in  popularity and interest. (4) The five­
point rating scale was found acceptable for 
evaluating the homemaking programs. 16 
Hawley undertook to develop a program in which home e conomics 
could contribute to all levels of e lementary a t  the Ohio State 
University School. She concluded :  
• • •  (1) tha t developing home economics concepts 
within the group study in the e lementary school 
provi des a satistying educational experience ; 
(2) that home economics can enrich the elem entary 
program by providing meaningful experiences �hich 
relate to the group study or by becoming the basis 
for the s tudy ; (3) the materials for working with 
elementary children can be .devised easily ; and 
(4) that the major problem was the hom e econom ics 
teacher's lack of sk ill and experienc1 in work ing 
with young children in large group s . 1 
Walton distributed a questionna ire to 194 elementary teachers 
i n  17 schools ln  Cecil - County, Maryland, to determine the extent 
16  _Lockwood, .2E.• �� , p. 2. 
17 Al ice Hadley Hawley, "Home Economics Experiences  for the 
Elementary Level, " Journal of � Economics, 54: 289,  April , 1962. 
· to which the teachers were integrating home economics in the 
elementary curriculum. She found that home -economics was being 
incorporated in the elementary curr icu lum but with no regularity 
or with any plan� Food and soc ial graces were taught with the most 
frequency, and sc ience classes were ut i l i zed more often f or the 
integration of home economics. The following statements were part 
of her recommendations : 
(1)  The · i nvestigator found that the cooperation 
of the elementary supervisor tvas essential  
for this study and would  recommend that 
elementary supervisors be cons idered and 
c onsulted as resource persons when work ing 
in the area o·f elementary educat ion. 
(2) Home economists as individual s and/or as 
members of committees should study the 
elerr�ntary programs; comp ile li sts of 
references , resources, films, techniques, 
methods ; and ass ist in developi ng  units 
which are easy for the elementary teacher 
to implement in  the present curriculum. 18  
' Nutrition Educat i on Projects 
Similar prob lems--planning the integrat ion of food and 
18 Hester Jane Walton, "A Study of the Integration of Home 
Economics in  the Elementary Curriculum of Cecil County , Maryland, 
Schools, " A Master ' s  Thes is, Newark, · Delaware : University of 
Delaware, June, 1965 , pp. 87- 88. 
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nutri tion concepts into related curriculum areas of the fourth 
grade�-were studied by Brice1 9  in 1964 and Thurber20 in 1966. 
Brice fel t that foods education gives emphasis to nutrition 
as it affects appearance, social acceptance, physical endurance 
and o ther personal traits which are important at this age and grade 
level. She identified twelve concepts from foods and nutrition 
2 1  
then developed and ·compiled home and school learning experiences and 
teacher activities to enrich social studies and science and health 
subj ect matter. The tentative plans were designed wi th flexibility 
so that they might be u sed to enrich the selected area at any given 
time that the teacher recognized the need for enrichment of  the area. 
Their use and subsequent evaluation, if accomplished, was not 
reported as part o f  the study. 
Thurber believed tha t  if nutritional concep ts were taught to 
children at the elementary level when impressions were easily made , 
as adolescents they would be conscientious abou t their food habits. 
A second concern of  hers was to generate an interest  in food and 
nutrition concepts, then capitalize upon this interest  to involve 
the children i_n evaluating and endeavoring to improve the food 
resource problems of the world. 
19 Edd i e  Ruth Livingston Brice, "Home and Family Life 
Experiences as  Enrichment for Elementary School Curriculum at the 
Fourth-Grade Le vel, " A Master's Thesis, Prairie Vie w, Texas ; Pra ir ie 
View Agricultural and Mechanical College, August, 1964. 
20 Mary Anne Thurber, "Meet ing the Cha l lenge of Teaching Foods 
and Nutritional Concepts i n  the Fourth Grade Classroom, " A Master's 
Thesis, Detroit: Wayne State University, June, 1966. 
Thurber stated that effective teaching must depend to a 
larger extent upon mass communication media -because textbooks 
become obsolete a lmost as soon as they are written. She gave 
several examples o f  such materials. 
Teacher Preparation Studies 
The last two studies reviewed dealt mainly with teacher 
preparation. 
Buntin's disserta tion was concerned wi th the home economics 
education program a t  the s�ate University Teachers College , 
Plattsburgh, New York. On the basis of �chool observations and 
teacher and administrator interviews, changes re proposed for 
the home economics education program at t�e College :  
• • •  Modifications- were considered in light 
of the increasing tendency to see the role of 
the home economics teacher in the modern 
elementary school as  that o f  consultant .  Thus , 
the teacher' s maj or efforts should fall into the 
following ca tegories: (1 ) developing and guiding 
a program in home and family life education which 
can become part of a well-unified program, 
(2) deve lop i ng  good working relationship wi th 
c l assroom teachers,  (3) assisting with learning 
situati ons in and out of the classroom a s  
teacher, guide , observer, o r  evalua tor. 2 1  
2 1  L. Ann Buntin, "Education of Home Economics ':Leachers 
Preparing to Gu ide Home and Family Life Education in the Elementary 
School Program, H (Abstrac t of Doctoral Dissertation) ,  Journal of 
� Economics ,  50 : 223, March, 1 9 58. 
22 
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The pu11>oses of Buchanan' s  thesis were to investigate ways in 
which home economi cs maj ors utilize their home economics background 
to enrich their elementary program thr�ugh fam ily life education, 
.and to compare , where pos sible, ways in which home economics and 
elementary maj ors integrate fam i ly life educat ion into various areas 
of their programs. She developed and analyzed two questionnaires: 
one for homemaking maj ors with elementary t eaching experience and 
one for experienced elementary teachers. She concluded, 
• • •  it seems that fam ily life materials could 
be used in all phases of the elem entary program • . 
The subj ects which provided the mo st opportuni ties 
for integration of family l ife  education were 
health and social studies ,  • • • Home economics 
maj ors made more use of the ir educational back­
ground in social studies than did the elementary 
maj ors • • •  22 
In her recommendations for increasing the integration of 
home economics ,  Buchanan said, 
• • • Many elementary teachers approved requiring 
course s they felt would be helpful as  part of 
their college preparation. They suggested such 
home econom ics courses as: parent-child relationships ,  
family relat ionships, cultural differences, and sex 
education. Another way to increase integration would 
be to have home economics consultants orking and 
planning with the elementary faculty to utilize 
opportunl t i es. 23  
22 Buchanan, �• £!!:. , p .  91. 
23 �- , p. 93. 
CHAPTER I I I 
PROCEDURE 
STATEHENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Wi th the he lp  of a home economics consul tant, teachers at  
L inco ln Learning Lab�ratory, Watertown, South Dakota, a ttempted to 
integrate Fami ly Life Educat ion into the curr iculum · tn the second 
semester of the schoo l year, 19 67- 68. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
As explained in Chapter I, Problem Development, the idea for 
this research grew from a chal l�nge by Dr. Don Glines, Innovative 
Schoo ls Coordinator for the Lake Reg ion of South Dako ta , that 
home economics be included in the curr iculum of  the Lake Reg ion' s 
innovat ive elementary schoo l, L incoln Learning Laboratory. 
The wr iter' s review of  l i terature indicated that educators 
felt there was a need for family l ife instruction as part of  the 
total . program in elementary schoo ls. The integration of th is 
Family Life Education could be achieved by elementary teachers with
. 
the help of a home economics teacher who served a s  consu l tant or 
taught scheduled classes. 
With these thoughts in mind, the wr iter explained th 
curr iculum enr ichment afforded by the integration of Family Life 
Educa t ion to the L incoln teachers at  a meet ing. A dec is ion �as 
24 
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.reached tha t Lincoln could be u sed as the location of the st udy. 
Time was al lowed for the teachers t o  cons ider the implementation of 
this area i nto their fields-- teachers were not assigned on the basis 
_of grades but accordi ng  to the disciplines i n  which t hey felt most 
capable and for the age level of students wi th which t hey were most 
experienced. At t his time there were five ful la time t eachers and 
two part-time t eachers. Three aides '\-Jere employed and student 
teachers "--ere in ass istance although some ��re present for only 
four weeks. 
IMPLEMENTAT ION 
The integration of Fami ly Life Education at Lincoln Learning 
Laborat ory was accompl i shed in a variet y  o� ways: through lessons 
taught by the Jun ior High home economics teachers in their 
laboratories, t hrough lessons taught by the writer serving as 
consultant, as part of the social studies curri culum for t he lo-wer 
grades, and as separate lessons or uni t s. 
Beginning Stages 
· When the writ er met wi th ind ividual teachers to determine 
experiences t hrough which home economics coul d  best contribute, i t  
became apparent that t he social studies teachers, Mrs. w. and Mrs. P . , 
were the most interested in the integrat ion of Fami ly L i fe Education. 
New materials ere being used in social studies and t he teachers 
were involved in ga ining fami l iarity with the major concepts and the 
manner of presentation suggested. 
Af ter the Chr isbnas holidays a new organ izational struc ture 
was developed for the school. The students and the teachers were 
d ivided into two teams--upper and lower� The upper team consisted 
of 83  children of approximately sixth through third grade. The ­
lower team cons isted of 83 children ranging from kindergarten 
through third grade. Cri teria used in separating the third graders 
were abili ty and maturity . The teams were further sub-divided in to 
clusters of ten to 14 children. Clusters on the upper team were 
designa ted as Kappas, Deltas, or Alphas ; lower team clusters were 
the Goof ies and Woody Woodpeckers. The names were chosen 
arbi trarily. 
The planning of the da i ly schedule was done independently by 
the two groups of teachers in t�am planni ng sessions each afternoon. 
Another development was the departure of the upper team 
social s tudies teacher, Mrs. w. , at the end of the semester 
necessitating the hiring of a new teacher. 
About thi s  time, Mr. H. , the Acting Principal at Lincoln 
reque sted that some lessons on grooming be taught to the Kappa 
(sixth· grade) girls. 
Lessons in Grooming for t:he Kappas 
Mrs .  M. , Watertown Junior High home economics teacher in the 
area of Groomi ng and Personali ty Development, Clo th ing , and Family 
Health, wa s  asked by the Lincoln Pr incipal to teach some grooming 
classes for the Kappas. She consented and the arrangement was 
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approved by t he Junior High Principal. The Kappas were. t o  come once 
a we ek t o  class at t he Junior High building which was j ust four 
blocks from Lincoln. The -grooming les�ons were planned by Mrs. M. 
-and t he writer ; mat erials were contribut ed by each. 
At t he first meeting, Mrs. M. introduced t he group of t welve 
girls t o  such t hought s as "}1y Reflect ion, Pret ty and Personable, 
and What Are Good Looks? " They discussed the privilege of being a 
girl, why we do or do not like being girls and explored t he thought 
of what we can and cannot be--t hat we must learn t o  accept what we 
cannot change bu t change and improve what we can. 
At t his point, t hree well- groomed nint h grade girls modeled 
for the class. Since they had no previous not ice, they were 
dressed ,and groomed as they normally wou ld be for school. Aft er 
the models left, t he Kappa girls spoke of t hings t hey liked about 
the models. Then l t  was t ime t o  decide what t op i cs were of great est 
int erest to t he Kappas and that t hey would l ike t o  know more ab out . 
The list included skin care, nails, hair, posture, and clothing t ips. 
Mrs. M. gave suggestions for mat erials t o  read on grooming 
and asked t he girls t o  find definitions for a list of terms : 
grooming, healt h, diet , post ure, complexion, ac_ne, cut icle, bact eria, 
perspiration, odor, deodorant, and anti-perspirant. 
During t he second lesson, "The Well-Groomed Gir l, "  
transparencies and a filmstrip on grooming were viewed and dis­
cussed. i1rs. M. displayed a var i et y  of deodorants, ant i-perspirants, 
and hand and body lot i ons and explained their uses. Real i zing t hat 
for somg the cost of these items may be prohibitive, she showed the 
preparation of a homemade deodorant (equal portions of baking soda 
and talcum powder mixed together). 
Definitions of the assigned terms were checked and the girls 
completed a "thought sheet. " (Partial phrases related to g rooming 
are listed and the student responds by writing the first thought 
or feeling that the words bring to mind. )  Standards of good 
grooming were formulated by the class and written on the board. 
"The Beauty of You , "  Avon Products, Inc.  booklet� was ass igned for 
out.of-class  study and the girls were asked to analyze their 
grooming hab its and identify any problems they felt they had. These 
papers were handed in at the next class. 
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"Care of the Nails" was the topic for the thil--d meeting . This 
was an activity lesson as three ninth grade girl s were invited to 
demonstrate the giving of a manicure . The Kappas were divided into 
groups of four and one in each group received a manicure from a 
ninth grader.  The session was very informal a nd the younger girls 
asked many questions. A check sheet, "Are You Proud of Your Hands? ", 
was distrib uted to help the girls work for improved nail care at home. 
''Posture and Hair Styles and Care" were presented at the 
fourth lesson. The right and wrong way to sit, stand, l ift, walk 
up and down stairs was shown by models from the ninth grade class. 
overlays on face shapes and hair style s were shown. Then the 
girls used a study sheet to identify the appropriate styles for a 
variety of face shapes. Ha ir ·cleanliness had been included in the 
second lesson. 
Nails were checked as a fol low-up of the previous lesson on 
manicures. 
A "Grooming Gram" was g iven to the g irls to remind them to 
continue working to improve the ir grooming practices. It wa s  to be 
checked for one week and then again at the end of a month. It  
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listed such items as "took a bath or shower, "  "used a deodorant, " 
"brushed ha ir and kept it neatly combed , " - and ,.practiced good 
posture" as daily practices and others such as "shampoo , " "manicure , "  
"shoe and clothing care, tt etc. as weekly practices. 
Bulletin boards in the laboratory where the classes were 
held were changed each week by �e eighth grade g irls. They 
attracted the attention of the Kappas, particularly one on posture 
which featured Suzy Slump , Hortense Hump, and others. 
The Kappa g irls expressed the wish that they could keep on 
coming to the Junior High for classes.  In answer to their quest ions, 
Mrs. M. described the learn ing experiences received by eighth and 
ninth grade g irl s when enrol led in Home Economics .  
Kappas Have Foods Classes 
Because of the interest shown by the Kappas , the Acting 
Principal at Lincoln arranged for them to continue classes at the 
Junior H igh home economics department. Some experiences in foods 
were planned and Mrs. c. , Junior High hoIJN,! economics instructor in 
Food, . Nut rition, and Chi ld Care, was asked t o  assume the tea�h ing 
' responsibility. 
�Irs. c. introduced t he lessons by demonstrating table 
sett ing while at the same time emphasizing the appli cation of art 
experiences in combining various colors, pat t erns , and textures 
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in dishes , - place mat s ,  and napk ins.  The simple centerpieces 
located in the laborat ory were considered for use with the different 
comb inations. The girls  "showed a good background from t he ir art 
work in t heir suggestions and were very interest ed in the discussion 
of what silverware t o  use when. -" 
Their assignment was to sketch a table setting for one with 
correct placement of dishes and si lver and using a good colqr 
scheme and an appropriat e cente�piece. 
At the second class,  t he p·rinciples of t able  setting ere 
quickly reviewed , then the girls re divided int o groups of three 
and assigned t o  a kitchen. From t he tota l  accwnulat ion of dishes , 
mats, et c. from t he five kitchens ,  each group chose what t hey want ed 
to use and set a t able. Then t he whole class vi sited each kitchen 
to see and evaluate t he table set tings. 
A f i lmstrip on serving meals at tractively ·as shown. It 
illustrated the need for variet y in color , flavor, texture,  and 
temperature of foods. This provided a continuat ion of the tho ght _ 
that al time should be made as p leasant a time as possib le for 
families. 
, Jl 
The third lesson was on serving and clearing the table. Mrs. C. 
demonstrated proper procedures and each girl received a sheet, ••some 
Simple Rules for Serving� " Then plans were made f or a laboratory 
lesson ; bar cookies were to be baked and served with j uice. 
Mrs. c. suffered a fractured ankle and the class was not held 
until later when the writer,  Mrs. D. , began making weekly visits to 
teach family life classes to the two Delta groups of the upper team. 
When classes f or· the Kappa girls resumed, Mrs. D. had spoken 
with five of the twelve in the class an gained some idea of their 
foods exper i ences at home. Each of the five had mentioned helping 
vith meals and doing so!OO baking--cookies, brownies, a nd cake were 
named by all. 
At the first class ,  Mrs._ D. had a copy of the Betty Crocker 
11How-To Booklet, " °Cooky Wise, Cooky Perfect, " and three very simple 
recipes on a duplicated sheet for each. After checking the k itchen 
assignments made previously by Mrs. c. and reviewing general di­
rections such as pre-heat the oven, assemble ingredi ents and 
equipment, and how to  divide the duties, the girls -went to work 
measuring ingredients �nd mixing their chosen recipes . They had 
asked to make something from "scratch" instead of using a mix as 
was planned. Brownies, chocolate chip bars , drop sugar coo ies , 
and chocolate chip cookies yere produced with good results although 
it became apparent that some needed help with easurlng, some with 
mixing, and some with baking. tips. For this lesson an additional 
amount of time was allotted on the flexib le schedule and the upper 
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team instructional aide assisted in the laboratory. The lesson 
seemed a combination of math and language arts experiences and might 
well have been used as the preparation �f refreshments for a class 
party. 
Parts of the Betty Crocker bookle t were a ssigned for study 
and the girls were request�d to try another baking experience at 
home and report on it the following week. 
To become more familiar with measuring and mixing techniques 
and to include some observance of the approaching Easter holiday, 
a cake baking and decorating demonstra tion was planned, but severe 
weather forced a cancellation of one of the two classes to be held 
before Easter. At the class before Easter,  Mrs. D .  brought a cake 
and decorated it. This meant that the girls did not get a chance 
to practice in school but were exposed to the ideas and skills 
employed. 
Mrs. D .  explained the procedures for making basic cakes and 
frostings and distributed a direction sheet for decorating an 
Easter chicken, a bunny, and a butterfly cake. 
The cake decora ted in class resembled a chicken and 
involved baking the cake in two different sized pans, placing the 
cake layers on a large sheet, cutting two pieces (one for a beak 
and one for fee t),  and ·icing the cake in two shades of yellow. 
Coconut for feathers and a candy eye were added. Skills needed 
for the preparation of the other two designs were similar  and 
considered su itable for a beginning decorator. Class memb ers 
volunteered other ideas for decorating and for observ ing Easter. 
The fol l ow ing week the girls reported on the i r  home 
experiences in cake bak ing and decorating. Mrs. D. had spoken in 
class w i th regard to the use of mixe s ;  that they were time-saving 
and gave good products. She spoke of the d isadvantage of the 
greater cost involved but made no requirement that the g i rls do 
other than follow the wishes of the ir  mothers when baking at home. 
The g irls asked to b ake again, but Mrs. D. fei t  i t  was more 
essential to work on the fundamentals of measuring, m ixing , · and 
planning before another laboratory session was held. 
A simple qu ick bread, coffee cake , was demonstrated at the 
next class. An opportuni ty to po int out_ the var iations of 
leavening agents was util i zed {applica t ion of science learnings on 
leavening by yeast and other agents such as bak ing powder, baking 
soda,  and steam) . QUesti ons from a study sheet on measuring 
revealed that the g irls knew thei r  abb reviations and equ ivalent s 
qui te well but could not explain correct procedures  to . follow when 
measuring. 
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Small group p lanning- for the next laboratory occup ied the 
rest of the lesson. On a work shee t, "Let' s Plan Carefully , n the 
g irls designated their  k i tchen, the project they wanted, ingred ients 
and s i ze of pan needed , and l isted the duties of each person 
ind icating what j ob s  n e eded  to be  don e f irst, s econd, etc. Two 
groups requested to bake and decorate butterfly cakes ; one group 
wanted to make a chocolate rabbi t  cake ; and the fourth group asked 
to make muff ins. The pr incip le of p ermi tting cho ic e s was consi stent 
with other Lincoln School practice s--explorat ion and ind ividua l 
development be ing cons idere d  more valuable than working for a high 
d egre e  of ski ll at thi s  age (for example , all baking cook i e s  or 
bars again or all mak ing the same quick bread ) .  
It was nece ssary t o  sche dule two periods for this l e sson--one 
for bak ing the cak e s at the Junior High Labora tory and one for 
preparing the frosting and decorating. After the cake s were baked 
and coole d  the g irls  carr i e d  th em back to the Lincoln lunch room. 
Or iginal i ty in  the de corating was encourage d. 
The k i tchen group that bak ed muffins made two batch e s--one 
following a re gular r ecip e and one with B isquick. They compare d  
the difference s i n  preparation and analyzed the re ults. 
Th e g irls had r e qu e sted other ideas for cak e s b e s ides East er 
subjects so Mrs. D. located direct ions for a heart cak e , a c lown, 
and an ang e l. Some student s brought decorating p lans from magazines. 
All the r e c ip e s  and directions for decorat ing w�r e comp iled into a 
bookl e t  by the group who had baked  muff ins whi le the othe r  groups 
decorate d  the ir cak e s. 
Late r  Mrs. D .  asked  th e g irls to indicate what help the foods 
and grooming class e s had b e en to them by che ck ing yes or no on an 
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evaluation. Because of the hi"gh interest shown in  foods preparation 
and because these activities are readily correlated to other 
curriculum areas, Mrs. D. asked the g irls to  show a preference for 
other activities or to make suggestions on their o-wn. For evaluation, 
see .Appendix B. 
A questionnaire and a letter of explanation ware sent to the 
Kappas' parents to learn if the parents felt these classes were of 
help to their daughters. The results of the students • evaluations 
mentioned above and the parents ' questionnaires were tabulated , 
concl usions were drawn, and recommendations yJere made. For letter 
to parents, l ist of parents contacted, and quest ionnaire, see 
Appendices C, D, and E, respectively. 
The writer asked Mrs. F. � upper team coordinating teacher at 
Lincol n, to evaluate the Kappas' lessons on grooming and foods 
us ing questions from Guidelines !2!. Elementary Social Studies. 1 
Dr. Fern Horn of Wisconsin State University suggested the questions 
as criteria for evaluation of curriculum development when she spoke 
to the Lake Region Home Economics Consortium on April 8, 1968, at 
Brookings, South Da ko ta. 
Interest Groups Started 
In mid-February in terest groups were started at Lincoln. For 
two one-hour periods on Wed·nesday afternoons, the students could 
1 John Jarolimek, Guidelines for Elemen tary Socia l Studies. 
Washington , D. C. : Assoc iation for Supe�yision and Curr iculum 
Deve lopment, A Department of the .National Educat i on Assoc iation, 
1967 ,  pp. 1 1- 27.  
attend the group of their cho foe. As broad a range of interest 
groups as possible was offered. The groups were conducted by 
volunteer teachers  (mothers, aides, and student teachers ) ;  the 
certified teachers were free at this time to work on lesson plans 
and preparations. The use of volunteer teachers was seen as an 
opportunity t o  involve others with special  skills in the school and 
to give the students contact with new personalit ies and ideas. 
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Three groups related to home economics were offered--knl tt lng, 
taught by one of the instructional aides ; clothing construction for 
older girls ; and creat ive · stitchery for beginning sellJers , taught 
by mothers. Eight een girls ranging from kindergarten through sixth 
grade level enrolled in these groups.  Near the end of  April , the 
Act ing Principal, George Heaton-, commented to the writer that these 
three groups were the most successful due, he thought , to the 
students• interest and the strong support of the volunteer teachers. 
Portable sewing machines had been obtained from the local Sing�r 
Company for the construction class. The two mothers t eaching 
�re eA1>erlenced in 4- H or business and did not ask the wri ter for 
he lp. 
It uas proposed that a cooking group be .started but ,  due to 
limi ted facilities in the school lunch room and its be 1ng in use all 
except the first hour or hour and a half of the school day and 
lacking a t eacher, no group was st arted. 
Food and l'-.utr l tion Stud ies for the De ltas 
The socia l studies teacher for the upper team moved and a 
new teacher wa s  hired a t  the beg inn ing of the se cond semester. 
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He was a young man, newly graduated, and h is  experience and traini ng  
did not seem to lend i t se l f  to the i nc lus ion o f  Fami ly Life Education �  
The children �re progressing through reading , d iscussion , and 
seeing films but seemed to lack the correlated activities which 
Mrs. W. had begun the first semester and p lanned to include , with 
the writer 0 s suggestions and contributions of materia ls ,  during the 
second semester. 
The possible lack of curriculum enrichment because of the 
change in teachers ,  the inability to start an interest group in 
�oods , and the urging of the Ll nco ln Principal caused the writer 
to start classe s in Family Life Education. In select ing food and 
nutri tion as an area of Family Life Education to teach, the wr iter 
was i nfluenced by the stre ss on food and nutrition teaching among 
home economists who had worked as elementary consultants and in the 
available curriculum guides. 
The fol lowing recommendations were used  in the establishment 
of an experimenta l class in food and nutrition � t  Lincoln :  
• • •  homemaking and classroom teachers should 
have the fol lowing purposes for foods and 
nutrition teaching in the elementary schools : 
( 1) to develop favorable attitudes 
toward a variety of foods that 
are essential for growth and 
good health. 
(2 ) to establish desirable habits of 
food select ion. 
(3) to develop acceptable practices 
in the handling of food. 
(4) to develop the ability to plan, 
prepare, and serve simple meal s. 2 
Act ivities and experiences that have meaning at 
each grade leve l are used in teaching nutrition 
and wil l  help the chi ldren understand these 
concep ts : 
(1) Good food habit s include a wil lingness  
to increase the number of foods 
children eat and enj oy. 
(2 ) G ood foods in adequate amount s are 
import ant in the growth and we l l  
being of chi ldren. 
( 3) Three me�ls a day that have adequate 
amount s of foods from the Four Foods 
Groups help children grow and feel 
we l l. 3 
The foods laboratory at the Junior High was available for 
two periods and there ��re two upper level groups at Lincoln that 
approximated fifth grade level. · Some classes had a lready been 
held for the Kappa (s ixth grade) girls and boys and girl s were 
want ed for this exper iment. The two fifth grade groups (Delt a 
Pi and Delta Chi clusters ) were organiz.ed ' according to 
.capabil ities and this provided a contrast for the teacher. One 
group was more capable and responsible and the other needed more 
2 Sick ler, .22.• .£!!. _, p. 39. 
3 Nutrition Associat ion of Greater Cleveland, "Material s  
and Concepts for Teaching Nutrition, " Cleveland, Ohio : (no date ) ,  
p .  1. 
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supervis ion and, while interes·ted and generally respons ive to class 
activities, did not prepare cla ss ass ignments as well. 
Even w i th the convenience of Lincoln' s dai ly variab le 
scheduling, arranging for a class t ime involved planni ng around 
instructional television programs in science and the fixed class 
schedule st the Junior High. Classes one day a lveek for several 
weeks lrere dec ided upon although it  was ant i c ipated that this 
arrang ement would be less desirable than a number of lessons closer 
together. 
In preparing for t he first lesson, the writer was mindful 
of S fokler's statement that the most successful food experiences 
are those where : 
(1 ) Learning experiences are i ntegrated with the 
regular classroom program. 
(2 ) Foods are taken into the classroom so that 
children are able to see, prepare, and 
taste them. 
(3) Lessons are planned with emphasis  on 
simple d irections, sanitation, and 
safety measures. 
(4 ) The teachers can use the cafeteria ,  
mid-morning snack time, and class 
parties as occasions for the children 
to practice nutri t i on learn ings. 
(5 ) Learning experiences are so well understood 
by the children that they are able to 
exp lain them to their parents. Thus, it 
becomes possible for the school and home to 
work together to accomplish the obj ectives 
of a good nutrition educat ion. 4 
4 _Sickler, 1££. c i t. 
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The writer, Mrs. D. , wi·shed to get acquainted with the children 
so prepared the following questions for them to answer: · 
What are some foods that you like? 
What are some foods that you dislike? 
What do you usually eat for breakfast? 
What do you eat for after- school snacks? 
What are your j obs at home? 
What foods have - you made at home or helped 
your mother make? 
. Because of the t im€ limit (fifty-minute class peri ods at the 
Junior High) , the first lesson began with the preparation of two 
very simple foods, pudding and Jello , and then the questions were 
answered. Preparing these foods permitted - the i llustration of some 
very basic principles : 
(1)  Time management--The Jello was set using ice 
cubes instead of cold water and the pudding 
was .prepared by shaking, not cooking , so 
that the product could be tasted before 
the end of the class period . 
(2) Measuring--It  was necessary to measure the 
correct amount of liquid for each food and 
to use a liquid measuring cup . 
(3) Following simple directions. 
(4) Cleanliness--It was necessary to wash hands 
before handling the food, ., to be sanitary in 
preparing it, and to clean up afterwards.  
(5 ) The healthful quality of the food wen used 
as a dessert or snack. 
The children ' s assignment before the next class was to 
prepare one food at home that involved measuring. Foods suggested 
�re frozen juice, Kool-Aid, Jello, chocolat e mi lk, cocoa, pudding, 
or soup. They �"ere to m- ite a paragraph telling what they made, 
whether they followed the d irections correctly, if they worked 
safely, and if° they cleaned up afterwards. They were also to 
review wat they had learned in math about measur ing. 
A letter was sent to each Delt a ' s parent s explaining the 
classes and asking for their support and cooperation when the 
children asked to prepare foods at home. The purpose of these 
classes as stated in t he let ter- was: 
Besides re inforcing what t he children already 
knoY about good nutr ition, -we hope to encourage 
them in the development of good food habits  
(such as t rying new foods, eating adequate 
amount s each day of foods t hat are important 
for growth and -well-being, and practicing 
cleanliness wen working with food both in 
preparation and in cleaning up afterwards) .  
In anal yzing t he answers to the questions, "What do you 
usually eat for breakfast ? "  and "What do you usually eat for 
after- school snacks? ",  Mrs. D. found that seven children at e a ., 
.4 1 
good breakfast and thirteen d id not and that tlielve ate good snacks 
and eight did not. One student was absent. For the analysis 
Mrs. .D. followed the basic breakfast pattern of frui tt cereal or 
other protein food, bread, spread, and mi lk endorsed by the Cereal 
_ Insti tute, Inc.
5 Foods cons idered as good snacks were milk, fruit, 
sandwiches, cookies, and similar baked items. On the whole, milk 
and fruit received less mention than :Mrs. D. felt they deserved 
(as foods liked, as part of breakfast, and as snacks ) .  
Mindful of  the conclus ions of the " Iowa Breakfast Studies" 
that "the omission of breakfast results in decreased efficiency in 
the late morning hours, which is reflected in poorer physiologic 
performances" and ''poorer a tti tude toward school work and to 
detract from scholastic atta lnm(:!nts. " 6 Mrs. D. decided to 
emphasize the preparation of simple foods for breakfast and the 
selection of a · b alanced breakfast. 
Sickler, too, indicated that ten-year-olds were " i nclined 
not to eat brealcfastn 7 and that this should be - considered in 
planni�g homemaking experiences. 
In addition to the emphasis on nutritious foods - for 
breakfast, an obj ective of the second lesson was to introduce the 
5 Cereal Institute, Inc. , "Better Breakfast Activi ties , " 
Chicago:  1967 , p. 4 .  
6 Cereal Inst itute, Inc. , "Breakfast Source Book, " 
Chicago : 1966, p. 13. 
7 Sickler, .££• .£!!. ,  p. 18. 
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students to work in individual· kitchens. The instructional aide was 
we ll acquainted with the children and helped make the kitchen 
assignments. 
Pancakes were chosen for preparation since they are qu ite a 
favorite with children and aren' t difficult to mix or fry. In  
mixing the pancakes,  Mrs. D. demonstrated a variety of measurements 
and differentiated aga in be tween liquid and dry measures. Heating 
the_ pan to the correct temperature and pouring and turning_ the 
pancakes �re shown. Safety practices when working at a stove were 
discussed. One half of the laboratory was under the supervision of 
the aide dur ing the actual cooking. A tasting bar with butter, 
syrup, and j u ices was set up. Students could have their choice of 
apple or pineapple j uice ; many took both saying that these were 
new to them. 
As an assignment they �re asked to make or help make 
pancakes at home or some other food for practice in measuring and 
following directions. Quest ions for study were 11W"nat foods should a 
good breakfast contain? " and "What would you add to each of these 
breakfasts to make it a good breakfast? "  followed by ten breakfast 
menus that vrere lacking one or more essential food. 
After viewing several commercial posters of breakfasts, the 
third lesson was begun with discussion of the necessity of eating 
a good breakfast. Protein foods were best explained by a class 
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member .as "food that fills you up arid keeps you full (sa t i sf ied ) . " 
This discussion related to the class• te levision program on 
digestion and circulation in the body and the y  were qu ite interested. 
While explaining how protein foods should be cooked, Mrs. D. 
scrambled eggs. The tasting bar this time was set with buttered 
whole wheat bread and grape and tomato juices. At least one child 
who insisted that eggs made h im sick found that he liked scrambled 
eggs. The chi ldren wer·e ask ed to make a l ist of the many ways eggs 
could be cooked and indicate with an "X0 the kinds they ate. To 
begin a study of cereals, they were to name cooked and ready-to-eat 
cereals and identi fy the grain that was their source . _ Other study 
questions deal t  with the nutr i ents furnished by eggs and cereals. 
This week ' s assignment lras to help their mother make one 
breakfast and, in particular, to prepare some food for it by 
themse 1 ves. 
For the fourth lesson, cereals were cooked by the group that 
met in the forenoon and sandwiches and relishe s wer e fixed by the 
afternoon class. The following week they alte rnated lessons. 
Four kinds of cereals 1rere cooked and each kitchen gave a 
taste of its product to the others. One person was designated as 
cook; the other tas in c,.'large of  mea sur ing , giving directions, and 
timing the cooking. A third person set the table and mixed frozen 
juice . The teacher anticipated  that there might be a few adverse 
comments to cooking something as "old-fashioned" as  hot cereal b ut 
the g irls and b oys apparent ly enj oyed it. 
Some did extra study finding sources of the nutrients 
(proteins, fats, carb ohydrates, e tc. ) and indicati ng  how they helped 
the b ody. In addition to their own textb ooks , resource materials 
for them to use were p laced with the librarian at Lincoln. 
The Deltas, who had the afternoon lesson, briefly reviewed 
measuring, the components of a good b reakfast, and foods that were 
sources of protein, then wrote a short evaluation. 
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During the lab oratory part of the lesson, one student in each 
kitchen made gri l led cheese sandwiches, another did egg salad 
sandwiche s on dark b read, and a third fixed one kind of fresh 
vegetable re lish that v�nt on a- tray for all to share.  Problems 
involved were findi ng the r ight temperature for the cheese sandwiches 
(there were no e lectric fry pans ) ,  peeling, chopp ing, and flavoripg 
the hard cooke d  eggs, and cleaning the vegetab les. After c lass the 
group read "Jane and Jinnny Learn About Fresh Fruits and Vegetab les. " 
This lesson, b ecause of the time of day it was held, was concerned 
wi th lunch or snack foods. It, or any of the other lessons, coul d  
have b een used individually by a teacher wen i t  fitted material 
the class was studying. 
The next two lessons were not held in the Foods Laboratory. 
This proved to b e  d isappointing to the chi ldren, b ut Mrs. D . felt 
that they should be aware that there �re other aspects to the 
I 
study of food than preparation and tast ing. The results of the 
wr itten evaluat ion showed a need for more emphas i. s  on selecting 
a balanced breakfast. 
The film, "Be t ter Breakfasts, U. s. A. ," was shown (large group 
presentat ion) . The purposes of the f ilm were : 
· 
( 1 )  To help students understand why an 
adequate breakfast is important to 
them • . 
(2) To help students understand what foods 
should be included in an adequate 
breakfast. 
( 3) To present breakfast cerea l ' s  contr ibu­
t ion to an adequate breakfast. 
(4 ) To assist teachers in follow-up act iv ities. 8 
After connnents on the f ilm, the pictures from the Kellogg 
Pin-Up Breakfa st Kit were placed on the bullet in board. The use 
of vi suals helped the s tudents -in dec id ing lf a food was m iss ing 
from the breakfasts presented. Then a c ircle with four quarters, 
each represent ing one of the Four Food Groups, was p inned up. The 
Four Food groups were named : milk, meat, bread-cereal, and fruit­
vegetable . These were marked with the number of serv ings needed 
daily from that food group. Students could see that someone who 
neglected to eat the right amount of a food group each day had an 
incompl ete diet. 
They worked in small groups for two extra mods of t ime on 
selecting a day' s  menu for themse lves from a l ist of foods and 
then analyz ing the i r  choices and their fr iends to see if they had 
8 Cereal Insti tute, Inc. , "Better, Breakfasts, U. S. A. , "  
Broo ings, South Dakota: South Dakota State University Aud io­
Visual Center. 
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included the correct number of servings  for each food group. For a 
few, this was a difficult concept, but the maj or i ty ware able to 
work it out with a minimum of help. The idea of the Four Food 
Groups as a daily food guide was new to the students. They seemed 
pleased to find that this was about the way they ate or said they 
would eat. 
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The final class wa s held with the art teacher in the art room. 
Using magazine p ictures. and original drawings ,  health posters were 
made by the class members work ing alone or in small groups. They 
chose their own titles--most were ab out b reakfast . Near the end of 
the session, �s. D. had the students explain their posters and 
simultaneously  recorded their comments on tape . The posters and 
tape could have been used in other classrooms to stimulate interest 
In eating healthfully. 
Fam ily Life Integration for the Lower Team 
The responsibility for the social studies instruction for 
the lower team shifted from Mrs. P. to Mrs. A. , an instructional 
aide ,  earl y in the second semester.- The writer and Mrs. A. con­
ferred on the curriculum content as often as possible. Mrs. A. 
commented at the end of the semester ,  "I hadn't realized how closely 
Social Studies and Family Living were connected . . 
every thing lr.Tt= studied was re lated to Family Life. " 
• _ Nearly 
The series of books and workbooks written by Lawrence se sh 
for Science Research Associates, Inc. were used. Correlated film s 
were shown. 
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Some notes about a few ·of the lessons from conversations with 
Mrs. A. are as  follows : 
9 
our Working World--Families at Work used by 
the Woody Woodpeckers (firstgrade)-- Famil ies 
sometimes work in their free t ime. Acted out 
a play, ' Should Father Fix the Sink? ' The play 
is about a family who is eat ing breakfa st and 
the sink does not drain properly. Should 
father stay home and fix it thus saving the 
cost of the plumber or  shou ld he go to work 
and call a plumber? The class solved story 
problems. · Sometimes mother could fix things 
but father couldn' t  (mend ing ). 
Families sometimes play in their free time. 
Childhood hobbies often become an adult 
occupat ion. Children drew pictures and made 
d isplays of their hobb ies. Studied the 
effect that hobbies have on a family and how 
hobbies could make a home more enj oyable. 
Made lists of things the whole family could 
do together. 
How choices are made. Talked about people 
wanting thing s  and choosing the ones that 
are important to them. Do parents make better 
choices than children?  What would happen if 
parents said • yes • to all demands by their 
children? All drew three pictures of th ings 
they wanted and numbered them according to 
which they wanted most. From d ittoed sheets 
the children chose which items a family would 
buy f i rst. Another sheet showed many items 
with price tags and the children chose what 
they would buy with $5. 00. 
Our Working World--Neighbors at Work10 used by 
Woodies and Goofies (second grad�usters )-­
Factories in the neighborhood. What is good and 
bad about a factory? How would it affect the 
lives and homes of people in a neighborhood? 
9 Lawrence Senesh, � Working World-- Families at Work. 
Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc. , 19 64 .  
- -
., 
10 Lawrence Senesh, . Our Working World--Ne ighbors � �­
Chicago: Science Research As sociates, Inc. , 1965 .  
Chi l dren whose parents worked in factories told 
about the parents• jobs. Made lists of c lothing , 
furniture, appliances, etc. that are found in 
homes and discussed their origin. Prepared 
d isplays of goods the pioneers had to make a t  
home. Had a clock factory to illustrate the 
speed and efficiency of assembly lines in 
factories. Worked out the cost of making a 
batch of chocolate caramels and compared it to 
the cost of · store candy. Discussed why it was 
cheaper to buy the candy than make it. Ch i l dren · 
pretended they were the heads of famil ies that 
decided they had to save money; what things would 
they continue to buy and how would this affect 
factories? Observed and discussed television 
and magaz ine advertising.  
Volunteers in the neighborhood--Discovered that 
some of their mothers were or had been vo lunteer 
workers. What happens at home when mother is 
performing volunteer duties? What can volunteers 
do to help conditions? Thought about ' children 
less fortunate than we • and told how they have 
helped someone or some way they could i n  the 
future. 
How neighborhoods change-- Studied in depth the 
fact that neighborhoods change because of 
disasters, new discoveries, families moving, e tc .  
Each chi l d drew a picture chart of changes in his 
neighborhood. 
Neighborhood planning--Acted out severa l plays 
concerning families that were upset by what 
other families did and what people have to do 
to keep the neighborhood happy. 
� Working World--Cities � �l l  used by 
Goofies ( third grade level)--What keeps people 
together? What keeps people apart? Discuss ion 
of the reasons groups are formed:  similar 
occupations, interests, nationality, race, and 
religion. Sometimes groups are formed by people 
who simp l y live near each other. 
1 1  Lawrence Senesh, our Working World--Cit ies at Work. 
Chicago: Science Research Assoc iates, Inc. , 1966 andl9� 
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The Negro-- Happened to read about Mart in  Luther 
King just  before h i s  assassinat ion. It made 
quite an impre ssion on the children .  Exp lai ned 
prejudice, slum problems, poverty, then looked 
up inform at i on on people who have he lped others 
in need .  Learned about settlement houses ,  the 
Red Cross ,  and school lunch programs. Class  
acted out differences that neighbors might have 
with one chi ld serving as • j udge ' to he lp 
resolve the differ nce s. 
Wel fare--Discussed and brought pictures of 
peop l e  who were de sperately poor. Saw before 
and after· p icture of slums. Learned what 
we l fare can do for the unfortunate. Heard story 
of the ' Silent Army' (the Army for health composed 
of doctors ,  food inspectors , garbage collectors , 
etc. that keep cities d i sease free ) .  Storie s of 
buboni c  p lague and malaria were included. 
Fluoridation--Found out what fluoride was from 
the story of 'Charlie ' s  Tooth. ' Checked on their 
toothpaste to see if it contained fluoride and 
voted whether or not they wante·d fluoride in their 
city water supply. 
Why must ci ties plan?--Learned about phys ica l , 
economical ,  and social planning. One aspect of 
socia l p lanning wa s thinking of the ideal situation 
next door-- the ideas ranged from an empty lot b ig 
enough for a game of baseball to a nice family 
with three little g irl s and a daddy that knows 
how to make a kite fly. 
Other Lessons and Units 
The communicative arts teacher for the upper team asked for 
help in  finding some sort of v i sual lesson on manners 6nd courtesy 
in  the classroom . She felt that the children in their c lass  and 
committee work needed  more emphasis on taking turns , - po liteness , 
consideration of others '  rights,  and respect for property than 
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she had been able to bring out through class lecture and d iscussi on. 
The writer located information on filmstrips and records and sent 
to her. 
For a soc ial studies lesson (fourth grade level) on seeds, 
Mrs. w. brought a variety of seeds for the children to observe and 
taste. Among them -were pomegranates and avocadoes. One boy sa i d  
t o  her later, "You sure eat funny thing s at your house. " This 
teacher cooked gri ts for the class when they studi ed corn and 
other gra ins. 
A student teacher taught a unit on Mexico for kindergarten 
and first grade clusters. She made a life- s i ze  stand ing model of 
a boy from cardboard and dressed him in serape, sombrero , and 
sandals.  Af ter the children learned about the environment, they 
drew i n  typical animals, plants, and shelter on a p icture of a 
Mexican ch ild. They dressed him in native garb also. They studied 
the market place, cooperat ively made a mural of a market, and acted 
out bartering s ituat ions. They saw pictures of Mexican families 
engaged in recreation, travel, and work. They sang songs and ate 
tacos that the student teacher prepared in the classroom. As a 
culmi nating activity, they had a show for other clusters  of the 
lower team and through the performance of skits on the d ifferent 
phase s of Mexican life showed what they had learned. 
Clusters from the lower team had a sc ience lesson on the 
senses through a smell ing, feeling, and tasting p arty. The student 
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t eachers brought many foods such as lemons, cheese, mayonna ise, 
candy, peanut butt er ,  and t he students (bl indfolded) guessed as 
they smelled, tasted, and felt . Cloth �amples �--ere used t o  feel 
different t ext ures. This was in conj unction w i t h  t he A. A. A. s. 
science program entit led, "Science--A Process Approach. " Another 
day t hey popped popcorn and analyzed Its appeal to the senses. 
The Lincoln Principal and the writer secured four white 
rats through the Animal Science Department of South  Dakota State 
University for an anima l feeding demonstration. The contro l pai r  
were t o  receive powdered milk in addition to prote in food and the 
second pair were t o  receive no mi lk, just water and the protein 
food, t hus showing the benefit of mi lk to growth and well-being.  
A number of ot her animals  were -kept at t he school and cared for by 
t he chi ldren thus encouraging responsibility in carrying out 
feeding and cage-cleaning assignments. The upper team science a�d 
social studies instructor was in  charge. He did not report t he 
outcome of t he feeding experiment. 
While t eaching , the writer found it necessary t o  ask for 
help from t he other teachers--review on measuring w ith the mat h 
t eacher, help w ith wri t ten summar ies of home experiences from the 
communicative arts teacher, and suggest ions and mat er ials from t he 
art teacher on the post er mak ing. 
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Resource File  Establ i shed 
The .vr iter undertook the establ ishment of a fil e  of materi als 
su itabl e  for use on the elementary level as part of th is proj ect. 
_Throughout the year letters requesting i nformation a nd supp l ies 
were sent to agenci es and corporations cons idered poss ible sources 
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of mater ials. �lany free items were received; others had to be ordered, 
usual ly at cost only. They were p laced on f i le in the office of the 
Home Economics Education Department at South Dakota State Un iversity. 
The f i le  was arranged to correspond with South Dakota h igh school home 
economics department fi les. as nearly as possible. For a l ist of 
materi'als and the current address of the ir sources ,  see Appendix G. 
The most interesting aspect of obtai ning these mater ials was 
contact ing the Home Economics supervisors in s ixteen states. These 
people  were contacted because they had indicated that ther e was 
i nterest or work being done in Fami ly L ife Education in  schools in 
the ir states in response to a thesis questi onna i re by Bryan. 12 
Their repl ies and any mater ials received from them were p laced on 
f i le also. 
It vas l earned that Wiscons in has "organi zed at the State 
level to beg in  look ing at Family  L ife Education, K- 12, with a l l  
other d iscipl ine supervisors interested in fami l ies, such as 
12 Els ie  Lou i se Bryan, "The Elementary School flomamak ing 
Teacher as a Resource P erson, " A Master' s Thesis, Norma l, Ill ino is: 
Ill i nois State Univers ity, 1966 ,  p. 60. 
soc ia l  studie s, health, phys ical educat ion, b i olog y, gu idance and 
home economi cs. n1 3  They hope to have groups work i ng  on thi s  
problem by next year ( 1 968-69). 
In Palm Beach County , Flor ida, a workshop was held fn  
June, · 1968 ,  to  e stabl i sh the object i ves and to  review available . 
mater i a l s  for family 1 i fe educat ion in  grades K through 12. 14  
The Ci ty School D i strict of  Rochester, New York, planned to 
develop material for family l iv ing at the elementary level duri ng 
summer 1968 , experiment with it  in  some schools during the following 
year,· and ed i t  and pr int the material in the summer of 1 969-. 15 
Informati on Presented 
It wa s hoped that an aware ness of the integrat i on of Family 
Li fe Educat ion at Li ncoln and the possibilit ies for i t  in other 
schools could be created among teachers i n  the Lake Reg i on and in  
South Dakota. It is not known if specific informat i on about it was 
di sseminated by Don G_l ines, Innovat ive Schools Coordinator , or from 
the off ices of the Lake Reg ion Educational Planni ng  Center , Water­
town, South Dakota. Many teachers vis i ted Lincoln dur i ng  the school 
term and may have heard of the proj ect. 
The wr iter spoke to the spring semester graduates in home 
economics  educa tion at South Dako ta State Univers ity In  Brook i ng s ,  
1 3  Esther Brown, Letter to  Lilyan K. Galbrai th, May 1 ,  1968. 
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14  Ruby R. Cannon, Letter to Lilyan K. Galbra ith, May 14, 1968. 
15 Ruth s. Kimpland, Letter to Li lyan K. Galb ra l th, May 23, 
1968 .  
. South Dakota, on May 22,  1968 , explaining wha t Family Life Education 
was and how a home economist cou ld work wit h elementary teachers to 
integrate Fam i ly Life concepts and mate.rials into their curricula.  
�uides and teaching mat erials from the file were displayed. 
The list of  resource materia ls for Fami ly Li fe Education 
contained in Appendix G wi l l  be made available to all home econom ics 
teachers in South Dakota . 
) 
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CHAPTER IV 
RE SULTS, CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary purpose of th is proj ect was to enrich the 
curriculum of the Lincoln Learning Labora tory through the integration 
of Family Life Educa tion. Lesser objective s were to provide some 
in- service tra ining for the Lincoln teachers, to make other teachers 
aware of the poss ibilities for the integrat ion of Family L i fe 
Education, and to establish a file of materials wh ich could be 
used in the teaching of Fami l y  L ife Educa tion on the elementary level. 
'RESULTS 
A br ief summary of the project is given followed by 
tabulation of the students• and parents' que stionnaires and the 
evaluations by the coordinating teacher. 
Summary 
As planned, the project of enriching the curriculum of Lincoln 
Learn ing Laboratory through the integration of -Family Life Education 
would have been carried out princ ipally by the Lincoln teachers.  
The writer, a home economics teacher, was to serve as consultant-­
suggesting experiences, supplying materials, and occas ionally 
teaching. Change s  in personnel and teaching assignments plus the 
demands p laced on the teachers as they attempted to achieve a non. 
graded, individualized progress program caused a shift in emphasis 
of the consultant' s role .  
The home economics teachers from the neighboring Junior High 
were asked to give the older girl s some hel p  on grooming. The 
interest groups which were started at Lincoln provided another 
aspect of enrichment. The teachers of the sewing and knitting 
group s did not ask for he lp al though it was offered. There ere 
requests for a cooking group but facilities and a teacher were 
lacking . The wr iter began classes with two clusters of children 
from the upper team because they apparentl y lacked enrichment 
activit ies in  social studies. The instructional  aide who taught 
the lower team social studies and the kindergarten teacher 
enthusiastical ly supported the family life concept. Their inclusion 
of it into the curriculum was coordinated with the new materials . 
they -were using. Some other le ssons and units incorporated Family  
Life Education and more would probab ly have been attempted had the 
teachers not been trying so many innovations at once. 
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The writer fe lt that more of an awareness of Family Life 
Education was created in the Lincoln teachers than actual accomplish­
ment of in- service training. South Dakota State University's 1968 
graduate s in home economics education -were informed of the role of 
the home economist as e lementary consultant and home economics 
publications in the State have brief ly  described the project. 
Res�urce mater ials on Family Life Education were obtained and 
organized into a f i le. For th is study home economics sources were 
explored extens ively, but the -writer fee ls that sources generally 
used by elementary teachers should be checked. For example� some 
useful new materials for studying families both in and outs ide of 
the United States are suggested by Kenworthy. 1 
Kap2a Student Questionnaire 
After several les sons, the twelve Kappa (s ixth grade ) g irls 
evaluated the lessons they had on grooming and foods and indicated 
their interest in other foods activities. Table 1 shows the ir 
TABLE 1 
KAPPAS' PREFERENCE FOR MORE FOODS ACTIVITIES 
Yes No No Re;e.lY 
Per Per Per 
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No. Cen t ·No. Cent No. Cent 
A. Foods from other countries. 6 so. o 5 4 1 .  7 1 8. 3 
B. Making breakfast s. 7 58. 3 5 4 1 .  7 
c. Preparing sandwiches and 
oth�r foods for lunch. 7 58. 3 4 33. 3 1 8. 3 
D. Ea t ing the r ight foods for 
health. 7 58. 3  5 4 1 . 7 
E. Buy ing food for the family. 7 58. 3 5 4 1 . 7 
F. Givi ng a party for your 
friends. 1 2  100. 0 
G. Helping mother to entertain. 1 1  91. 6 1 8. 3 
H. Helping younger brothers or 
sisters to eat better. 3 25. 0  9 7 5. 0  
1 Leon ard S. Kenworthy, "Extendin'g the Study of Families, 11 
Childhood Education, March, 1968, pp .  431- 2. 
preference for more foods activit ies. One hundred per cent of the 
students wanted to lear11 about giving a party for their friends and 
91. 6 per cent wanted to learn about helping mother entertain. 
Fifty-eight and three-tenths per cent expressed interest in making 
breakfasts, preparing sandwiches and other foods for lunch, eating 
the r ight . foods for health, and buying food for the family. 
The Kappas were asked if the foods experiences at the Junior 
High Foods Laboratory were of help to them. Table 2 i l lustrates 
their  responses. For each item, 75 per cent or more answered "yes. " 
TABIE 2 
LESSONS IN FOOD OF HELP TO KAPPAS 
Yes No 
Per Per 
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No. Cent No. Cent 
A. setting the table. 9 75. 0  . 3  25. 0 
B. How to serve food and remove dishes. 10 83. 3 2 16. 7 
c. Learning about measuring. 10 83. 3 2 16. 7  
D .  Baking cook ies or bars. 10 83. 3 2 16. 7  
E. Work ing together in the kitchen. 9 75. 0 3 25. 0 
F. Baking and frosting a cake. 1 l  91 . 6 1 8. 3 
G .  Decorating a cake. 1 1  9 1 . 6 1 8. 3 
In Table 3 the Kappas' replies to the quest ion of receiving 
help from the grooming lessons are shown. The lesson on hair styles, 
rated as he lpful by 58. 3 per cent, was the lowest. The other lessons 
rated from 75 to 100 per cent. 
\ 
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LESSON S ON GROOMING OF HELP TO KAPPAS 
Yes No 
Per Per 
No . Cent No. Cent 
A. Being clean and caring for your skin . 1 1  9 1. 6 l 8. 3 
B. How to manicure your nails. 1 2  100. 0 
c. How to have good posture. 9 7 5. 0 3 25. 0 
D. Hair styles. 7 58. 3 5 41 . 7 
The Kappas were asked "What should be done differently if the 
classes are taught another year?"  On the whole, the girls 
more le ssons with some topics covered more thoroughly. 
Kappa Parent Questlonnalre 
nted 
A questionna i re was sent to the Kappas • parents to ascertain 
their opinion of the classes their daughters had and to learn if -they 
approved of the emphasis on family life in the curriculum. Due to a 
mistake, ten (not twelve ) parent letters wre sent .  There were six 
replies or a 60 per cent return. 
All s l x  parents, or 100 per cent, who returned the questionnaire -
expressed approval of the lessons. Specific comments of approval were 
made by five parents : 
1. I think it is a real good thing for the girls. 
2 .  I believe this is very good for a child and 
certainly does help in sch�o l a nd at home . 
3. Polly has always been a good help in the 
kitchen--but there ls al�ys -something 
more to learn. 
4. Has taken more interest in cooking alone. 
5. The cooking progra� was enjoyed very nruch. 
Helps make school m uch more interesting. 
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The Kappas•  parents w�re asked to indicate if spec i fic lessons 
had been of help to their child. Table 4 shows that of the 11 items 
which were to be  checked "yes" or "no, " tr..ree were marked "yes'1 by 
100 per cent, four items were rate·d "yes" by 83. 3 per cent, and four 
items were marked "yes" by 66. 7 per cent. "No" was not checked at all. 
TABLE 4 
PARENTS ' OPINIONS OF HELP RECEIVED BY KAPPAS 
Yes No Undecided No ReElY 
Per Per Per Per 
No. Cent . No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
A. Being clean and caring 
for the skin . 6 100. 0 
B. How . to manicure nails. 6 100. 0 
c .
. Practic ing good posture. 5 83. 3 1 16. 7 
D .  Hair care and styles. 4 66. 7 1 1 6. 7 1 16. 7 
E. Setting the table. 6 100. 0 -
F. How to serve food and 
remove the dishes. 4 66. 7 1 1 6. 7 1 1 6. 7 
G .  Learning ab out measur-
ing. 5 83. 3 1 16. 7 
H. Bak ing cookies, bars, 
or a quick bread. 4 66. 7 2 33. 3 
I .  Working and p lanning 
together in the kitchen. 5 8 3. 3 l 16. 7  
J .  Baking and frosting a 
cake. 5 83.3 1 1 6. 7 
K. Decorating a cake.  4 66. 7 2 33. 3 
Again five of the six parents IOade comments : 
1. Have real ly  noticed the diff erence at home-­
seems to take more interest in herself and · 
setting the table and baking. I am very 
much in favor. -
2. I do hope they will be continued as our other 
girls are not as willing in the kitchen as 
Polly is� 
3. She seemed quite interested in the things she 
learned and ,ra_s proud to pract ice them at home. 
4. · My daughter enj oyed Home Ee. Has al ways 
helped with work at home but �Je don' t get to 
bake too often s� she can try out these things. 
5. Seems to take more interest at home. Looks 
forward to going to Juni or High next year. 
Helped her to get acquainted with Junior High 
and prepared to go there next year. 
Answers - to the third question on the evaluation, "Are 
there top i cs that you wou ld  like to have included another year? •� , 
were "sewing , "  "baking, " "cooking, "  and "good grooming. "  
Delta Parent Questionnaire 
Parents of the two clusters of Deltas (boys and girls of 
fifth grade level) were contacted to learn their op inions of the 
lessons at Li ncoln. Fourteen of twenty-one parents responded, 
g iv ing a 66. 7 per cent return. 
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Al l fourteen parents,  or 100 per cent, ind i cated approval of 
the lessons. I-welve wrote specific comments : 
1. Created an interest. in my child. 
2. We think it is a very good idea because it 
teache s them correct balance of foods. 
3. As I am  a working mother and often not home 
to start a meal,  my daughter usua l ly starts 
preparing it for me .• 
4. our daughter enj oyed the experience. 
5. It makes them more conscious of the fact 
they should  eat the right foods for a good 
reason--and not just because their mother 
says so. 
6. My child was very excited about being able 
to take Home Ec--she enjoyed making breakfast 
for the fami ly. 
7. I believe that children this age should learn 
the se basic facts. 
8. It  is good for both boys and girls to learn 
about food--eating right and preparation of 
simple foods. 
9. Until taking home ec as an extra class in school ,  
she never showed any interest in making things 
at home. 
10. We believe these should be taught .a t  an early age . 
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1 1 . D id not have very much opportunity to 
observe but lessons seemed O .K .  
12. You have taken a tomboy and turned her into a 
person who enjoys be ing in the k itchen (except 
for washing and drying d ishes) . 
Table 5 reveals the parents •  op inions in  regard to the 
individual learning experiences. Learn ing about measuring was 
TABLE 5 
PARENTS' OPINIONS OF HELP RECE I VED BY DELTAS 
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Yes No Undeci ded 
Per Per Per 
No. Cent No . Cent No . Cent 
A. Learn ing about measur ing. 14 100.0 
B. Being clean when work ing 
wi th food. 13 92 . 9  1 7. 1 
c. Cleaning up after cooking . 8 57. 1 2 14. 3 4 - 28 . 6 
D. Mak ing, or help ing make , 
easy foods such as pan-
cakes ,  hot cereal, pudd ing, 
jelio, gr i lled cheese and 
egg salad sandwiches. 13 92. 9  1 7 . 1 
E. Tasting foods not pre-
_ vio�sly l i ked or tasted 
such as different ju ices , 
hot cereal,  and eggs. 9 64. 3 5 35. 7 
F. Eating a good breakfast. 9 64. 3 · 1 7 . 1 4 28. 6 . 
G .  Eating the kind and 
amounts of food needed 
each day. 10 7 1 . 4  1 7 . 1 3 21. 4 
cons idered helpful by 100 per cent. Being clean when working wi th food 
and mak ing easy foods was rated as he lpful by 92 . 9 per cent. The i tem 
rating lowest, clean ing up after cooking, rece ived 57. 1 per cent 
"yes" answers ; this item would possibly be hard for ch ildren to 
comply with naturally. Items E, F, and G which ident ify good nutri­
_tion practices were cons idered helpful by 64. 3 or 7 1. 4  per cent. 
In reply to the third question on the evaluation, the 
parents wanted lessons started at the beginning of the year, records 
kept of homemaking areas covered, and wished that there was a 
facility closer to the school. 
Teacher Eva luation of Kappa Grooming and Food Lessons 
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Mrs. F. , upper team coordinating teacher at L incoln, made the 
following connnents in reply to the wr iter' s request that she eva luate 
the Kappas' classes in grooming and foods : 
The w�j or purposes of the grooming lessons, as they 
-were clearly stated in the objectives of the program, 
in terms of pup il behavior were realistically 
attained. 
The results of the lessons showed ev idence of 
provision for balance in its attention to cognit ive 
as well as skills objectives of this type program. 
The instruction prov ided was re levant to the lives 
of the pupils. The pupils' personal analyses of 
the program were defin ite indications of its 
relevance to the ir lives. 
Effect ive learning activities that motivated pupils 
to pract ice good grooming as wel l as the instruct ional 
resources were consistent with stated purposes of 
this program. 
I, personally, feel the program might have been 
even more e ffective and satisfying had it been 
poss ible to meet for a longer period of t ime at 
ctoser  intervals. This would have al lowed the 
teacher to know her pupils better and understand 
the ir immediate needs in grooming. 
More frequent meetings may have provided for 
more individual initiative a'nd creativity by 
pup ils as we l l  as by the teacher. 
The classes were definitely worthwhile  and they 
proved tha t  a course of this type is vital  in 
e lementary curricula. 
The lessons on food , as I saw them, -were very 
successful. 
The need of many in the group to learn proper 
food service and how to make meal t ime a pleasant 
experience for families was met ,  s ince many pup i.ls 
of this group are d irectly involved with mea l 
making and serving at home. 
The in terest shown by the gir ls to make something 
from scratch rather than from _a m ix  defini tely 
showed they wanted to learn about food  preparat ion. 
I f eel the limi ted time at long intervals between 
classes prevented pupils from gaining as much from 
the course as they would have could they have met 
for a longer time and oftener. 
The correlation of math, art and language arts 
was val uable. 
Creativity sho,m by the girls  in mak ing the cake 
in shape of a chicken and a rabbit for Easter was 
rewarding. 
The awareness that mixes had advantages and 
disadvantages provided for experience in critical· 
th ink ing on the part of the participants. 
It also provided for a learning experience in 
sc ience. 
The philosophy of our innovating school was surely 
implemented in that pupils were permitted to make 
choices and individual deve lopment was provided  for. 
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. Teacher Evaluat ion of  Del ta Food and Nutrit ion Lessons 
The major purposes of the Family Life Educat ion 
course for the Del tas -were clearly stated ln terms 
of pupil behavior, qu i te re�listical ly at_tainable-­
wl th very limited faci 11 ties-- and cons istent with 
the philosophy of a democratic society. 
The cognitive, effective , and skills obj ect ives 
wre well prov ided for wi th balanced at tent ion 
in all areas. 
The instruction in the program was re levant to 
the lives o f  the pupils. 
Learning activitie s and learning resources were 
consistent, too , with stated purposes o f  the 
p�ogram. 
Teachers could readily understand and were able to 
implement and support the course. 
I'm sure that one could see ma_ny good results if 
one was able to fo l low up on the effects the 
program had on everyday lives of pupils concerned. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Mindful of Borg' s statement on the evaluation of action 
research, " In addit ion to what ever objective data are available 
for analysis, the teacher should be encouraged to make a subjective 
analys fs • • •  n2 the followi ng conclus ions have been drawn: 
( 1) Through the integration of Fam ily Life 
Education some curriculum enrichment was 
accornplished _ at  Lincoln Learning Laboratory, 
as evidenced by th e students' class participa­
tion and �itten work. 
2 Borg , .2J2.• .£.!!.. ,  p. 323. 
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(2) That parents approved of Family Life Educat ion 
as it was presented at Lincoln Learni ng 
Laboratory. 
(3 ) That elementary t eachers at Lincoln Learning 
Laboratory were made aware of some of the 
possib ilit ies for the integrat ion of Family 
L ife Education. 
(4) That home economics teachers (the Junior High 
teachers and the wr iter) helped elementary 
students through classroom instruction and 
by advising elementary teachers. 
(5) That available facilitie� were utilized. In 
this instance; some lessons were held  at the 
neighboring Junior High. 
(6) That certain innovations of  Lincoln Learn ing 
Laboratory such as clusters o f  students, 
flexible scheduling, and the help of a teache_r 
a ide contributed to successful teaching, 
part i cularly laboratory work. 
(7) That excellent mater ials can be obtained for 
use in teaching Fami ly Life Education. Among 
t hese are guides which have been developed by 
certain states or school systems. 
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RECOr-1MENDAT IONS 
On the basis of the literature surveyed and the conclusions 
drawn upon completion of the proj ect at Lincoln Learning Laboratory, 
the following recommendations were made: 
(1) That, in response to students• and parents • 
requests , the integration of Family Life 
Education be continued at Lincoln Learning 
Laboratory. 
(2) That other areas of Family Life Education be 
included and teachers work for greater 
correlation within the curriculum. 
(3) That a survey �e made to learn the awareness 
of and emphasis given to Family Life Education 
by elementary teachers in South Dakota. 
(4) That a summer workshop on Family Li fe Educat ion 
be held for elementary and home economics 
teachers. 
(5) That home economics teachers in South Dakota 
be inform ed of the serv ices they can provide 
to elementary teachers. 
(6) That additional proj ects of this type be attempted 
in the elementary schools of South Dakota • . 
(7) That the l ist of resource materials be made 
available to those interested. 
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(8 ) That Family Life materials  be develop ed to 
fac ili tate instruct ion by_ individualized 
progress. 
(9) That contact be ma intained wi th school  syst ems 
in other states that are working on similar 
proj ects. 
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-APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
ORGANIZAT ION OF THE CURRI CULUM 
The The 
Individual Neighbor- The Larger Uni ted 
Grade and hood and Communi ty States of 
. Level The Family Connnunit y or Reg ion America 
Nursery 
School 
and 
Ki nder-
garten xxxxx XXX X 
One XXX xxxxx X 
Two xx xxxx xx X 
Three X xx XXX xx 
Four X X X :xxxx 
Five X X X xx.xx 
Six X X XXX 
Seven X XXX xxxx X 
Eight X X xx xxxxx 
N i ne X X X X 
Ten X X X X 
Eleven X xx xxxxxx 
T\re lve xx X X XXX 
For comparative purposes. the figure of ten is  used for each 
grade level. 
Leonard s. Kenworthy, Gu ide !2 Social Studies Teaching. 
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The 
World 
X 
X 
X 
xx 
XXX 
XXX 
xxxxx 
X 
X 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxx 
X 
XXX 
Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company ,  Inc. , 1962, p •.. 75. 
APPENDIX B 
EVALUATION - KAPPA GROUP--LI NCOLN LEARNING LABORATORY 
J . Which of the following activit ies would you like to do or learn 
more abou t? 
Yes . No 
a. Foods from other countries. 
b. Making breakfasts. 
c. Preparing sandwiches and other foods for lunch. 
d. Eating the right foods for heal th. 
e .  Buying food for the family. 
f. Giving a party for your friends. 
g. Helping mother to entertain. 
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h. Helping younger brothers or sisters to ea t. better. 
1 .  Other ideas : ---------------------
2. Were the following experiences at the Junior High Foods Labora tory 
of help to you? 
Yes No 
a. Se tting the table .  
b. How to serve food a nd remove dishes. 
c. Learning about measuring. 
d • . Baking cook ies or bars. 
e. Working together in the kitchen. 
f .  Baking and frosting a cake . 
g. Decorating a cake. 
If the se classes are taught next year, wha t should be done 
d ifferently? 
3. Were the lessons on grooming at the Junior. High of help to you? 
Yes No 
a. Being clea n and caring for your skin. 
b. How to manicure your na ils. 
c. How to have good posture. 
d. Ha i r  styles. 
If these classes are taught next year, what should be done 
differently? 
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"APPENDIX C 
April 30, 1968 
Dear Pare nts , 
.Among the many new ideas tried at Linco ln Learning Lab oratory 
this year with your children was that of  home economics teachers _ 
assisting on the elementary level. Although thi s  exper iment was 
carr ied out on a small scale, we would appreciate knowing how you feel 
about i t. Would you please answer the quest ions on the enc losed sheet 
and return them in the stamped envelope by Wednesday , May 8 t if 
possible. 
. For the KapEa gir!2., this exper iment meant lesso�_s at the 
Jun ior High on groom ing (care of sk in , ha ir , and na il s and practicing 
good po sture) and work in the Foods Laboratory on se tting a table and 
serving and measuring , mixing , and bak ing cookies ,  cake, or qu ick 
bread and decorat ing a cake for Easter. 
For the Delta Pi s and Chi s ,  the experiment meant lessons on 
nutri tion and simple food preparati on (correct measur ing , cleanliness, 
some s imple skills in cooking , tast ing foods not prev iously liked or 
tried , and eat ing a good breakfast were stressed) .  The study o f  the 
k ind and amount of food needed each day for growth and wel l-be ing was 
begun. 
For the younger ch ildren, emphasis was placed on famil ie_s 
(where they live , their work and recreation t etc. ) in their social 
_ studies. It i s  hoped that another year , more emphasis can be placed 
on similar aspects of fami ly l iving as the ch i ldren of the upper team 
study other countries and time s in their social studies. 
It should be expla ined that this sort of teaching need not be 
done by a home economics teacher. The child's classroom teacher is 
perhaps be tter su ited for it because she knows the children and is 
mor€ used to work ing with them. In other· statess home economics 
teachers have worked with programs like th is--but mostly  by advisi ng  
and ass isting the elementary teachers. 
Your help in evaluati ng  this program will be appreciated. 
(Mrs. ) L ilyan K. Galbraith 
Adviser , Home Economics Education 
South Dakota State University 
Sincerely,  
(Mrs. )  Sharon Devaney 
Gradua te Student 
Home Economics Education 
South Dakota State Univers ity 
.APPENDIX D 
PARENTS CONTACTED 
Kappa 
Hanthorn, Melvin E. 
Li ttle, Philip 
Longworth,  Dr. D. W. 
Matteson , Walter 
Nesheim, Gene c. 
Olson, Wa l lace 
Ries 
Rowe ,  William 
Schreurs , Robert 
Teske, Herb 
De l ta 
Blanchard , Billy 
Bludorn, Roger 
Brenden , Mi 1 ton 
Car 1 son, Jerry 
Christians , Lloyd 
Dahl, Delbert L. 
Hunter , Kenneth J. 
Kahnke,  George 
Landon, Howard 
Longworth, Dr. D.  w. 
Meisenheimer ,  Alvin 
�leyer, Ralph H. 
Miller, Dr. Maclyn 
Moen , Hilmer 
Nelson, Orville G. 
Phipps ,  Harold D. 
Rowe, Wi 1 1  iam 
Spenst, David 
Sprague, Robert 
Tirmnerman, Leonard H. 
Zillman, Harold A. 
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APPEND IX E 
QUEST IONNAIRE - KAPPA GROuP - LI NCOLN LEARNI NG LABORATORY 
1 • . Do you approve or disapprove of the type of les sons described in 
the preceding -letter? 
_ Approve _ Disapprove Undecided 
Specific comments of approval or disapproval: 
2.  Do you feel that the lessons your child had were of help? 
Yes No Undecided 
a. Being clean and caring for the skin. 
b. How to manicure nai ls.  
c. Practic ing good posture. 
d. Ha i-r care and styles. 
e .  Sett ing the table. 
f. How to serve food and remove the d ishes. 
g. Learning about measuring. 
h. Baking cookies, bars, or a quick brea_d. 
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i. Working and planning together in the kitchen. 
j. Baking and frosting a cake. 
k. Decorating a cake. 
Comments about these lessons: 
3. Are there topics that you would like to have included another year? 
Please return in the stamped, addressed envelope by Wednesday, �lay 8, 
if possible.. 
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APPENDIX F 
QUESTIONNAI RE - DELTA GROUP S - L I NCOLN LEARN ING LABORATORY 
, . Do you approve or d isapprove of the type of lessons described in 
the preceding letter? 
_ _ Approve _ Disapprove Undecided 
Spec ific comments of approval or disapproval: 
2. Do you feel that the lessons your chi ld had were of help? 
Yes No Undecided 
a. Learning about measur ing. 
b . Be i ng  clean when working wi th food. 
c. Cleaning up after cook ing.  
d. Mak ing , or helping make, easy foods such 
as pancakes, hot cereal, pudding, j ello, 
grilled cheese and egg salad sandwiches. 
e. Tasting foods not previously l iked or 
tasted such as different juices, hot 
cereal, and eggs. 
f .  Eat ing a good breakfa st. 
g . Eating the kind and amou_nts of food 
needed each day : 3 or 4 servings from 
the m ilk group of foods, 2 serv ings from 
the meat group, 4 serv ings from the fruit 
and vegetable group, and 4 serv ing s from 
the bread and cereal group. 
Comments about these lessons : 
3. A:re there topics that you would l ike to have included another year? 
Please return in the stamped, addressed envelope by Wednesday, May 8, 
if possible. 
·APPENDIX G 
RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION 
Curriculum Guides 
Board of Education, City of New York , Teaching Guide for Home Living 
In  Grades Ki ndergarten--Five. Brooklyn, New York:�65, 
Experimental. 
--
Family Health As.sqc iation, "A Conceptual and Top ical Gu i de for 
Fami ly Life Education, " $2. 00. 
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Great Neck Publ i c  Schools, Great Neck, New York, "Home Arts Educat ion, 
Kindergarten through Sixth Grade, " 75 ¢. 
Kansas City, Missouri, Public  School s ,  ''Homemak ing Enrichi-nent 
Exper iences in  the Elementary School Grades Five and S ix, "  
Kansas City, Missouri: June, ·1963; Rerun May, 1965. 
Curriculum Bullet in No. 139. 
New Jersey Department of Education, Vocat ional Division, Homemaking 
in the Elementary Schools , 1964, $4. 00. 
Nutrition Assoc iati on of Greater Cleveland, "Materials and Concepts 
for Teaching Nutrition, " 50¢. 
San Franci sco State College, 0Taba Curr iculum Development Proj ect in 
Social Studies, " 1600 Ho lloway Avenue, san Francisco: Revised 
guides for social studies, grades le 8, ready for publ ic 
d istr ibution in September 1969. 
Teachers Publishing Corporation, Handbook of Instructional Dev ices 
!2E_ Intermediate Social Stud ies, $ 3:00. 
Food and Nutri t ion 
Ani�l Feed ing Demonstrat ions 
Na tional Da iry Council, "Animal Feedi-ng Demonstra t ions, " 
_ Book let. "Milk Made the Difference, " Chart. 
Pennsylvania Deparbnent of Heal th, "Anima ls as a Tool for 
Teaching 1'\!trition, " Pamphlet. 
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Beverages 
Bread 
Na tiona l Soft Drink Association, kit containing film str ip, 
" Sparkling Tas te Treats," teacher � s manual , scr ipt, and 
student recipe sheets. 
American Institu te of Baking (courtesy of South Dako ta Wheat 
. Connniss ion) . 
"Bake-A-Bread Book" 
"Bread in the Making, " booklet for intermediates. 
"Enrich�d Bread," (history, ingredients, nutritive value ) .  
"How Much Do You Know About Bread?" 
"Your Dai ly Brea d and Its Dramat ic History." 
General Mills Audio Visual Department, "One Loaf of Bread ," 
(story of milling ) ,  15 m in. color film, free loan. 
Na tiona l Dairy Council, "OUr Bread and Butter in P ioneer 
Days and Today ."  
National Livestock and Meat Board ; .'18 Grea t Sandwich Ideas. " 
Wheat Flour Institute, "From Wheat to Flour," reference 
booklet. 
"Kernel of Wheat," wall and notebook charts. 
"Story of Wheat," color filmstr ip. 
Breakfast 
Cereal Insti tute, Inc. , A Basic Breakfast Pattern, chart. 
" A  Complete SUnnnary of the Iowa Breakfas t Studies," 
reference. 
"Better Breakfast Activities," elementary teachers' 
guide, 1 967. 
"Bi ll ' s  Better Breakfast Puppet Shcw, n 13 1/2 min. color 
film for primary, 
"Breakfast source Book, " teacher reference , 1966. 
"Cerea 1 and Milk Breakfast Offers Many Advantages". 
"Skimpy and a Good Breakfast," color f ilmstrlp for 
primary, free loan. 
Florida Citrus Commi ssion, charts. 
----
-----------
. ---------- ---
Butter 
Buying . 
Cereal 
Kellogg Company 
"Breakfast Wheel , "  student leaflet. 
"P i n  .. Up Breakfast Kit" 
- "To Breakfast or Not to Breakfast" with ready-to-eat 
cereal gu ide. 
National Dairy Council, child feed ing posters . 
" It' s Always Breakfast T ime Somew'nere� n booklet for 
intermed iates, chart, and food models . 
" Surpr ise for Mother, " booklet for primary. 
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Pennsylvania Department of Health 9 "G ive Them A Good Breakfast·. "  
South Dakota State Uni vers ity Audio-V isual Center, "Better 
Breakfas ts, U. S. A. , " 1 1  min. color f ilm for intermediates. 
(by Cereal Institute, Inc. ) 
United States Department o f  Agriculture, "Eat A Good_ Breakfast 
to ·start A Good Day. " 
National Da iry Council, 11 Let 1 s Make Butter, "  activ ity folder 
and chart. 
"0Ur Bread and Butter in P ioneer Days and Today. " 
Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc . , "ABC' s o f  Food Pr ices. " 
"Food Facts, "  a graphic presentation. 
"The Label Tells the Story. " 
11What Housewives Want to Know About Packages . " 
Pennsylvania Department of Health , "Get the Mo st for Your 
Food Money. " 
Cereal Institute, Inc. , "Cereal Glossary, " source book for 
teachers. 
"The Good Grains, " elementary teacher• s _guide, 1 967 .  
"Grain from Farm to Table, "  color f ilmstrip for inter­
mediates. 
11Grains--Or ig in  of Breakfast Cereals, "  chart. 
United states Deparbnent of Agriculture, "Rolled Oats, "  
recipes, February 1968. 
Kellogg Company, rec ipe leaflets. 
Cheese 
Kraf t  Foods, "An ABC of Cheese , "  pamphlet. 
••Learning for Living , "  kit of 5 filmstrips on breakfast,  
meats, vegetables, cheese, and cheese making , $4. 00 
each or kit for $ 1 5. 00. · 
"Romance of  Cheese, "  30 min. color f ilm, free loan. 
"World o f  Cheese, "  booklet. 
National Dairy Council, "Cheese, "  leaf let. 
" Co ttage Cheese , "  lnfonnation sheet. 
"Newer Knowledge of Cheese , "  Second Edition , boo ·let. 
United States Department o f  Agricul ture , "Cheese in Family 
Meals, " Bulletin No. 1 12. 
Chocolate 
Chocolate Information Council, "Chocola te-- .America• s  
Favorite Flavor, " student leaflet. 
"Exploring the World o f  Chocolate, " 15  min. sound , color 
f ilm. 
"The Favori te Flavor, "" 5 min.- sound, color film. 
"The Story of Chocolate , "  booklet. 
Wall chart. 
United States Department of  Agriculture, "Eggs in Family 
Meals, "  Bullet in No. 1 03. 
"How to Buy Eggs, " Leaflet No . 442. 
Four Food Groups and Meal Planning 
American Inst i tute of Baking (courtesy of South Dakota Wheat 
Cormnission) , food mobile. 
"Food1�ay to Follow, " student leaflet and chart. 
General Mills, Inc. , HA Teacher ' s  Guide for Developing 
Desirable Food Habits and Attitudes About Food , "  pamphlet. 
"Meal time Can Be Mag le , "  Betty Crocker "How-To" Leaf let. 
Kellogg Company ,  "Choose Your Calories Wisely. " 
"Food for Your Family. " 
. "Foods for Growing Boys and G i rls. " 
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Fruit 
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Maltex Company ( courtesy of Standard Milling Company), Height­
Weight Chart. 
"Eat the Bas i.c. 4 Every Day, " student weekly record. 
National Dairy Council, "A Guide to Good Eating, tt leaflet, 
miniature, and poster. 
Child feeding posters. 
"The Four Food Groups, " chart and activity piece. 
"How I Grow, " record tag for primary. 
"Your Guide to Good Eating and How to Use It, " teacher 
reference. 
National Li:vestock and Meat Board, "Food to Grow On, "  booklet. 
''My Daily Food Record, " student leaf let. 
"Tips for Teens on Food and Furi, " leaflet. 
Nutrition Association of Greater Cleveland, "Preparing Our 
Noon Lunch at Home Alone, " leaflet. 
Pennsylvania Department of Health, "A Daily Food Guide. " 
"Al 1 Systems Are Go, " student leaflet. 
"Food for Your Child. n· 
"Good Health Train, " student leaflet. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Follow the Food Guide 
E.very Day. 
"Food for Families with School Children, " Bulletin No. 1 3. 
"Food for Fitness, " Leaflet No. 424 . 
"The Good Foods Coloring Book," booklet for primary, 
April, 1968. 
Wheat Flour Institute, "Judy' s Family Food Notebook, "  color 
filmstrip, introduction to food and its relation to health. 
Shield of Good Health, wa l l  and notebook size charts. 
Flor i da Ci trus Commi ssion, charts.  
Citrus monthly calendar. 
"Florida Ci t:rus Favori tes , " recipes. 
"Orange Juice Refresher Course. " 
"Word Picture Story of Florida Citrus. "  
United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association, "Jane and Jimmy 
· Learn about Fresh Fruits and Vegetables, " booklet for 
primary. 
Lttnch 
United States Department of Agriculture, "Apples in Appeal ing 
Ways. "  
"Fruits in Family Meals, " Bui let in No. 125 .  
"Raisins, " February 1968.  
Armour and Company, "Platter Chatter, " an album of snack 
treats. 
n snack Foods Swing to the Teen Tempo, "  leaflet� 
Associat ion F ilms, Inc . , ''K i ds and Cookies, " 14 m in.  color 
f ilm for primary (by Nab isco ) .  
Campbell Soup Company, 11 Campbell I s  Scoops. " 
"Go Modern with Convenience Foods. 11 
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National Dairy Counc il, "Cooking is Fun, " booklet for primary. 
"Make Lunch Count, " chart and student sheet. 
" School Lunch, " stud�nt booklet. 
Nat ional Livestock and Meat Board, "8  Great sandwich Ideas. " 
Wheat Flour Institute, - "Your Physician, Your Dent i st 
Look at Snack Foods. "  
Nutrit ion Association of Greater Cleveland, "Prepar i ng our 
Noon Lunch at Home Alone , "  leaflet. 
Meat, Fish, and Poultr¥. 
Milk 
Armour and Company, "Armour Food Source Map. " 
"Armour Fresh Meat Study Guide . tt 
United States Department of Agr iculture, "Poul try in Family 
Meals, " Bulletin No. 1 10. 
National Dai ry Council 
"Animals That G ive People Milk, " booklet for intennedi ates. 
Da iry fann panorama k i t . 
"Hello from Alaska, "  also South America and U. S . A. 
Booklets on.da irying. 
" Ice Cream Is Good, " . booklet for primary. 
"Maybe I' 1 1  Be A Da iry Farmer, " also Milkman and Ice 
Cream Maker booklets. 
"Milk from Farm to Family, " flow chart and leaflet. 
"Milk Made the Difference, " poster on animal growth. 
"More Milk , Please, " booklet and posters for primary. 
"My Friend, the Cow. " 
"Uncle Jim' s Dairy Fann, " booklet for primary and 1 2  min. 
color film (free loan from Association Films, Inc. ) .  
We All Like Milk, 21 photographs of zoo animals. 
United States Deparbne nt of Agriculture, "Getting Enough · 
Milk, " Bulletin No. 57 . 
Nutrition 
.American Institute of Baking (courtesy of South Dakota Wheat 
Commission ) .  
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"Food and You, " booklet for intermediates and j unior h igh . 
"The Wonder of You. " 
Ball Brothers Company, "The Science of Food Pr eservation, " 
booklet for intermediates. 
Grade Teacher, series of articles on food and nutrition, 
September 1964, pp. 99- 1 15. 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, "The Big · stretch, " A · 
Gulde for Teachers on Teen- Age Nutrition Education. 
National Dairy Council, "How Food Becomes You, " color f i .lmstrlp 
for intermediates, $ 2 . 00 purchase. 
"Nutrition Handbook for Family Food Counseling, " teacher 
reference. 
"Where We G et Our Food, '' booklet for pr imary. 
"How Your Body Uses Food, " booklet for intermediates. 
Wheat Flour Institute, "Judy' s Family Food Notebook, 0 color 
f �lmstrlp. 
Recipe Books 
Baker• s Coconut and Chocolate, "Party Cut-Up Cakes, " Box 5034, 
Kankakee, Illinois, 60901, 10�. 
Evapora ted Milk Association , "Ground Beef, " foreign recipes. 
General Mills, "Cooky Wise, Cooky Perfect, " Betty Crocker 
"How-To" booklet. 
Golden Press , Betty Crocker' s � Boys � G irls Cookbook, . 
$ 1 .  95 . 
Sugar 
Units 
Internat ional Milling Company, Inc. , "le t ' s  Bake. " 
Meredith Publishing Company, Better Hom�s & Gardens Junior 
� �, $ 1 . 95 . 
National Dairy Council, "Cooldng is Fun. " 
"Surprise for Mother. u 
Procter & Gamble , "Better Baking. " 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation , "Sugar an' Spice And All 
Things Nice. " 
Wonder Books, Girls � Boys Easy-!£-� �, 69¢. 
Sugar Information, Inc. , " Sugar , "  (What it is, how it' s  made, 
why i t' s  important). 
Nutrition Association of Greater Cleveland 
"Animal Friends at -Home and School , "  20¢ 
"Foods in the Easter Tradition, "  20¢ 
"Food in Lincoln' s  Time, "  (Pioneer life ) ,  30¢  
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"Food in Washington' s Boyhood , "  (Early colonial life) , 20¢ 
"Foods in Mexico , "  30¢ 
"Nutrition in the Kindergar ten , " 35 ¢ 
"On the Way to the Arctic Circle, "  35¢ 
" Seasonal Experiences, " 20¢ 
" Skits for Upper Elementary Grades , "  20¢ 
Vegetables 
Mi�higan Bean Shippers Association, "Beans Enjoyable the 
World Over. " 
Pennsylvania Department of Health, "Cabbage for Lunch or 
Dinner" .  
"Salads Every Day. " 
United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association , "Jane and 
Jimmy Learn About Fresh Fruits and Vegetables , "  booklet 
for primary. 
United States Department of Agrictfl ture , "Vegetables in 
Family Meals, " Bulletin No. 105. 
Buying 
Care 
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Clothing 
United States Department of Agriculture, "Cloth ing the 
Family," Yearbook of Agriculture Separate No. 3386, reference. 
" Selecting Easy Care Clothes. tt 
South Dakota State University Extension Service, t1Hending 
the Fami ly' s Clothing," FS 108.  
- Construct ion 
Cotton 
Linen 
Silk 
Wool 
Coats & Clark, Inc . , student leaflets such as ABC of Knitting 
and ABC of Embroidery. 
Lily Mi l 1 s Company, "Sewing Glossary," packet of leaflets. 
McCall' s Patterns •  Educational Service, booklets of tips for 
the sew-set and charts. 
National Cotton Council of America, "The Story of Cotton," 
booklet for intermediates. 
Irish Linen Guild, "History and Production," color f ilmstrip, 
$4. 00. 
"This Is  Irish L inen," booklet for grades 5-12.  
"The Story of Iri sh Linen," teacher reference. 
International Silk Association, ''Teacher• s Guide to the Study 
of Silk," cocoon box, etc. 
Japan Silk Association, " Silk and Japan," booklet and samples.  
Wool Education Center, American Wool Council 
"Glossary of Wool Terms" 
11 The History of Sheep" 
'' Sheep in Amer i ca: 
" Sheep Production in the United States" 
" Story of Wool" 
"Wool From Fleece to Fabric" and chart 
Ind ividual and Home 
Baby S i tting 
Gerber Products  Company,  "Sitting safely , "  student lea f le t  • 
. 
Kimberly- Clark Corporat i on, tt S i  tt ing Beauty, 11 teen gu idebook, 
teacher' s  gu i de ,  and f ive charts.  
Metropol itan L i fe Insurance Company, "S i tt ing safe ly,-" 1966.  
care of  the Home 
Hoover Company,  "An Introduct ion to Cleani ng , "  student 
lea f l e t. 
Communi ty Helpers 
Nat i ona l Da i ry Counc i l , "What Wi l l  I Be from A to Z? " ,  
booklet  for primary. 
Denta l Heal th 
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Amer i can Dental Assoc iat i on,  "A Vi s i t  to the Dent i st , "  bookle t 
for primary. 
11 ca sper and the Fri endly Denti st , " cartoon book for 
pr imary. 
"Diet and Dental Heal th, " teacher reference . 
"Grow Up Smi l i ng , "  charts. 
"Home Care of the Mouth, " i ntermed iate s .  
" I ' m Go i ng to the Dent i st , " booklet for pr imary. 
"You Can Teach Toothbrushing , "  teacher re ference. 
Col gate Professiona l Servi ce s  Department , "Toothbrushing 
Instruct ion K i t  for Grades 1- 6. " 
Lever Brothers Co. , Super Str ipe Honor Rol l Chart and Act ivi ty 
P i ece . 
Na ti ona l Da i ry Counc i l ,  "Do You? " dental poster and miniature 
for pr imary. 
"Food and Care for Dental Heal th, " teacher reference . 
11 How We Take Care of Our Teeth , "  book le t and poster.  
"Make Your Teeth the Be st in the Ne ighborhood , chart and 
minia ture . 
Fami l y  Re la tionships 
Cathedra l ,  Qual i ty Filmstrips for Educat ion by, "Tal e s- of  
the Wi se Ol d  Owl , "  Ser ies  1 ,  2 ,  and 3 for Kindergarten and 
Grades· 1 ,  2 ,  and 3. 
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"Little C i t i zens , "  set of s ix  f i lmstr ips with study guides 
and three records for Kindergarten and Grades 1 ,  2 ,  
and 3 .  
"Chi l dren Around the World , "  four filmstrips and two 
records ·  include our friends i n  Brazi  1 ,  Trinidad, 
Hong Kong , and Korea for primary and intermed iates .  
Equi table L i fe Assurance Soc iety of  the United States ,  
"Looking Forward to School. u 
Hogg Foundat i on for Menta l Heal th, "Adults Look at Chi ldren' s 
Va lues. " 
"Families of Amer i ca ,  Variat i ons on a Theme . "  
"The Fami ly :  I ts Role and Funct i on. 11 
South Dakota Sta te Connni ssion of Mental Hea l th and Menta l 
Retardat i on 
"Understand Your Chi ld from 6 to 1 2 . " 
South Dakota Sta te Hea l th Department ,  "Your Chi ld from 
6 to 12 . "  
United States Department of Agricul ture 
Grooming 
"Families Grow Through Sharing , "  Circular 528. 
"The Fami ly and Free T ime , n Ci rcular · 622. 
"Fami ly Stre ng th :  Getting Along Together , "  C ircular 5 39 .  
"Growing in the Fami ly, " Circular 548 .  
Av�n Products , Inc. , "The Beauty of You , "  book le t for girls, 
19 67 . 
"Clean • • • Swee t ,  N i ce to Mee t , "  1966 ,  and chart. 
"Know How to Dress and Look , " booklet  for boys.  
"Teaching Grooming to  Teen .. age G ir l s  and Boys , " teacher ' s  
manua l . 
Coed/ Forecast Vi sual Masters, "Face Shapes and Ha i r  Styles , "  
1 9 67 . 
Johnson Wax,  " Holv to Be We l l  Groomed from Hee l  to Toe . " 
Health 
Home 
Kimberly •• Clark Corporation, "Si tting Beauty, " teen guidebook, 
teacher' s guide , and five charts. 
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National Dairy Council, " Charm Course for Sixth Grade Girls. " . 
"Nutr i tion :r,,.1ews, " 30: 10, October, 1967.  
3M Transparencies, •·•Fundamentals of Grooming, " Home Economics 
Packet No. 1 9, 1 9 67. 
Equitable Life Assurance Socie�y of the United States, 
"Protection Against Communi cable Diseases. " 
Florida C itrus Corrnnission, "Row to Get in Shape and Stay 
There, " student l eaflet for intermed iates. 
Metropol i tan Life Insurance Col 
1
., '" ny, " Every Teacher Is A 
Heal th Teacher. "  
''Florence Nightingale, " boo ,: : ! t and color filmstrip 
for upper elementary. 
ttGrowi ng  and Learning the Ear l y  School Years, " teacher 
reference. 
"Memo to Parents • -. • About Innnunl zation. " 
"Memo to Parents • • • About Your Ch i ld' s  Eyesight. " 
National Da i ry Counc i l ,  "Doing Better At Work and P lay, "  
unit  for grades 3 and 4 . 
"How J,.Jn I Doing?" student folders for intermediates. 
"Your Heal th-- How can You Help?" booklet  for primary. 
3M Company, "Health Education: A Conceptua l Approach to 
Curr iculum Design K-1 2. " 
"A  Teach i ng  Learning Gui de. " 
· "A Student Resources Bibliography. "  
Sets of prepared transparencies. 
University of Minnesota >�ricultural Extension Service 
Service, "The House Your Fami ly L ives In, " Folder 178. 
Menstrual Hyg i.ene 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation , "A Practical Guide for Teach ing 
Menstrual Hygiene, " student booklets, and film. 
safety 
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Per sonal Products Company, Portfol io of teaching a ids includes 
"Growing Up and Lik ing It , "  (booklet for ages 9- 14 ) .  
Scott Paper Company, "World of a G irl , " booklet and fi lm. 
Johnson Wax, "National Standard Check L i st for Teach ing Home 
Safety, "  teacher reference. 
Metropol itan L ife Insurance Company, "First Aid for the 
Fami ly, 11 smal 1 wal l chart. 
"Panic o� Pl an? t1 prevent i on and care of emergenc ie s.  
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ADDRESSES 
.American Dental Assoc iation , 21 1 East Chicago Avenue, Chi�ago, Illinois 
60611. 
American Insti tute of Baking , 400 East Ontario Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60611 • 
.American Social Health Association, 1790 Broadway,  New York, New 
York 100 19. 
Armour and Company, P. o. Box 9222, Chicago ,  Illino is  60690. 
Avon Educational Services , Avon Products , Inc. , 30 Rockefe ller Plaza, 
New York , New York 10020. 
Ball Brothers Company,  Munc ie ,  Ind iana 47302. 
Campbell Soup Company, Camden , New J ersey 08101 . 
Canad ian Government Travel Bureau , Ottawa, Canada. 
Cathedral, Qttali ty F ilmstrips- for Educat ion by, 292 1 West Alameda 
Avenue , Burbank , Cal i forn ia 91 505. 
Center for �!ass Communication, Columb ia University , 1 125 .A.�sterdam 
Avenue , New York , New York 10000 . 
Cereal Inst itute , Inc. , 135 - South LaSalle Street , Chicago, Ill inois 
60603 .  
Child Study Associ at i on of  .America, 9 East 89th Street, New York , 
New York 10029. 
Chocolat� Information Council,  77 7 Th ird Aven ue , New York, New 
York 1001 7. 
Coats and Clark , Inc . , Educational Mail  Department, P. o. Box 383 ,  
Fai r  La·wn, New Jersey 074 10. 
Colgate Professional Services Department, 740 Nor th Rust  Street , 
Chicago, Illinois 6061 1 .  
Equitable L i fe Assurance Society of the United States ,  128 5  Avenue 
of the ericas , New York , New York 10019. 
Evaporated Milk Association, 228  North Lasalle Street,  Chicago , 
Ill i nois 60601 . 
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Family Heal th Associati on, 3300 Chester Avenue, Cleve land, Ohio 44100. 
Florida C i trus Commission, Institut ional and School Market ing Depart­
ment, Lake land, Florida 33802. 
Genera l Mil ls Audio-Visual Department, '9200 Wayzata Boulevard , 
Minneapol is, Minnesota 5 5440.  
Gerber Products Company, Fremont, Michigan 494 1 2 .  
Golden Press, 850 3rd Avenue, New York, New York 10022.  
Grocery Manufacturers of America, 205 East 4 2nd Street, New York, 
New York 10017. 
The Hogg Foundation for Mental Health, University of Texas, Austin,  
Texas 7 87 1 2 .  
Internationa l Mil ling Company, Inc . , General Off ices, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 
Internat ional Silk Association, Education Department, 185  Madison 
Avenue, New York, New York. 
The Irish Linen Gui ld, 36 West 40th Street, New York, New York 10018 
or 1 271 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020. 
Japan Silk ·Assoc iation, Inc. , 385  F if th Avenue, New York, New 
York 10016. 
Johnson Wax, Raci ne, Wisconsin. 
Kel logg Company, Department of Home Economics Services, Batt le 
Crrek, Michigan 49016. 
Kirnberiey- Clark Corporation, Educational Department, Box 5 51, 
Neenah , Wisconsin 54956. 
Kraft Foods, Educationa l Department, 500 Presht igo Court , Chicago, 
Il linois, 60690. 
Lever Brothers Company, Consumer Educat ion Department, 390 Park 
Avenue, New York, New York 10022. 
L ily Mi l ls Company, She lby, North Carol ina 28150.  
Mental Hea l th Materials Center, 104 East, 25th Street, New York�  
New York . 
Mered ith Press, 17 1 6  Locust Street , Des Mo ines, Iowa 50303. 
Metropol itan Life Insurance Company, One Madison Avenue , New York, 
New York 1 00 10.  
Michigan Bean Shippers Associati9n, soo · Eddy Building , Saginaw, 
Michigan. 
National Cotton Council of A'llerica, P. o. Box 12285 , Memphis, 
Tennessee 38112.  
National Dairy Counci l ,  111  North Canal Street, Chicago , I l l inois 
60606. 
National Livestock and Meat Board, 36  South Wabash Avenue, Chicago ,  
I l l inois 60603. 
National Soft Drink Association, 1128 S ixteenth Street, Northwest , 
Washington, D. c. 20036. 
Netherlands Information Service, Ho l land, Michigan. 
Nutrition Association of Greater Cleve land ,  1001 Huron Road, 
Cleveland , Ohio 44 1 15 .  -
The t-.utr·i t ion Foundation, Inc. , 99 Park Avenue, New York , New 
York 1 00 1 6. 
J. C. Penney Company, Inc. , 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York , 
New York 1 0019.  
Pennsylvania Department of Health,  Pittsburgh State Office Building , 
Pittsburgh 22 ,  Pennsylvania or Connnonweal th of Pennsylvania , 
Department of Heal th , P .  o. Box 90,  Harrisburg , Pennsylvania 
17 120.  
Personal Products Company, The Education Department, Mil ltown, New 
Jersey 08850. 
Procter and Gamble Company, Home Economics Department, Box 322 , 
Cincinnati , Ohio 4520 1 .  
Qllaker Oats Company, Merchandi se Mart P laza, Chicago , Il linois 
60654 . 
Royal Norwegian Embassy,  Information Service ,  Norway House ,  
290 Mad i son Avenue, New York, Ne-w ·>York 1 00 1 7 .  
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Scot t Paper Company, Home Service Center,  Int ernat ional Airport , 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191 13. 
Serv i ce s Cul ture l s  Francais, 972 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 
10021 . 
Sex Information and Education Council of t he United S tate s ,  
1855 Broadway, New York , New York 1002 3. 
Sout h Dako t a . S ta t e University Audio-Visua l Center , Brooking s, 
South Dako ta 57006. 
South Dakota Whea t . Comrrdss ion, 1 1 5  Eas t  S ioux Avenue or Box 549 , 
Pierre, South Dakota 57 501 .  
Standard Mi l l ing Company, 1009 Cent ral Street , Kansas City, 
Mi ssouri 64105. 
Sugar Informa t ion, Inc. , 52 Wall Street, New York, New York 10005 . 
Teachers Publi shing Corporat ion ,  Darien, Connecticut 06820. 
3M Company, St. Paul ,  Minne so t a. 
United Fresh Frul  t and Vegetable Associat ion, 7 77 14th St. , N.  W. , . 
Washingt on 5, D. C. 
United S tat es Deparbnent of Agr iculture , Agricul tural Research 
·service, Federal Center Build ing, Hya t t sville, Maryland 
20782  or Off ice of Informa t ion, Washingt on , D. C. 20250 or 
super intendent of Documents, United state s Government 
Print ing Off i ce, Washing t on, D. c. 20402.  
Universi t y  of Maryland. · 
West ingh�use Elec tr ic Corporat ion, Consumer Service, 246 East 
Fourt h Street ,  Mansfield, Ohio 44902.  
Wheat Flour Ins titute , 14 Eas t  Jackson Boulevard , Chi cago, 
Illinois 60604. 
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Wonder Books, Div i s ion of Grosset  & Dunlap, Inc. , New York, New York. 
Wool Educat i on Cent er, American Wool  Counci l ,  sui t e  520 ,  
909 Sevent eenth  Street , Denver, Colorado 80202. 
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